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I If You Don^ Have Classes Tuesday, Think About... I 
Members of the College community taking Time Out from 
their classes Tuesday will meet in the Sunken Gardens at ten o'clock 
for orientation and scheduling. 
What I want out of a University 
First the rally will hear Mr*. EUa Diduk, of Modern Langu¬ 
ages, and Ernie Cote, vice-president of the SA describe the concept 
of university education and the student's role, drawing on the 
College s early history, the history of European universities and the 
unrest on modern campuses. 
The rally will then disperse into five large groups for con¬ 
sideration of contemporary issues. These groups will meet simulta¬ 
neously in the dardens until 12:30. 
Sex and the Single Student 
What is sex? Is there a communications aspect to sex? just a; 
human response? What is the adult, mature approach? Are students, i 
can students assume an adult role? Dr. Thomas llcarn, of philoso¬ 
phy, and a campus minister. 
Being a Student 
Principles of democracy and basic legal rights. Should the stu¬ 
dent relinquish civil rights to educational institutions? — Dr. Jack 
Edwards, Government. 
The Medieval university, is that the ideal university that the 
Movement conceives of, and would like to regress to? Was it like 
that? Dr. A. Z. Freeman, History. | 
The future of Arts and Humanities in Virginia, are there 
other students? Donald Gonzales, Chairman of Va. Commission 
on Fine Arts and  Humanities. 
Freedom  of  speech  and  expression  in  the classroom,  in  the 
student press, to the world, the responsibility of the university. 
Dr.   Cecil   McCully,   English   and   Chris   Sherman,   editor,   the 
Flat Hat. 
Free College, is one needed, is it the Utopia? — Tim Walton. 
Are We Racists 
The mind of the racist —Dr. Russell Norman, Psychology. 
The feeling effects of racism — Bill Moore, student. 
The southern concept of society — Dr. Richard B. Sherman, 
History. 
Vietnam and/or us 
Discussion on the War vs. the young patriotism, the payment 
of the debt to ones country, in combat — Dr. Ed Crapol of History. 
What can we do about Vietnam, the moral issue of Vietnam, 
why we got in and if we get out — Dr. Vernon Edmonds, Socio¬ 
logy. 
Rebellious thought and radical action, what is being done — 
Robert Scholnick, English. 
The Williamsburg Scene 
What's going on in town and on the fringe, Sonny Forbes, 
Williamsburg  businessman   and   doer. 
(Continued on page 6) 
THE WEATHER THIS WEEKEND 
Today: sunny and warmer, high 65-72 degrees; 
fair, not as cool tonight, low 44-54. Saturday- 
chance of showers at night, continued mild. Sun¬ 
day; variable cloudiness and mild. m* Bat Hat Can Nixon ride the Wren commercial to victory? Are we to blame? 
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Final Elections Tuesday 
Frosh Hold Primary 
Only about half of the cla.ss of 
1972 turned out to vote in Tues¬ 
day night's freshman class pri¬ 
maries. Even so, the results, tal¬ 
lied by the Honor Councils, pro¬ 
mise hardfought contests for 
three out of the four elected 
positions. 
Chosen from  a  field  of  nine 
ed all freshman dorms as part I freshman representation on the 
of his campus wide campaign. Honor Council areas of concern. 
He stresses "organization" as the The remaining vice-president- 
key to better communication and ! iai candidates are Douglas Tway 
more   accomplishment   for   this 
year's freshman. 
For McConnell, "unity" is the 
important issue. He advocates 
special   freshman   committees   to 
nominees,   Butch   Harowitz   and spearhead   the   drive   for   more 
John McConnell will compete for school   spirit,  and  better  adver- 
tfie presidency. They polled  167 tisement of campus activities. 
and  96  votes  respectively. Both candidates consider dress 
Harowitz has already canvass- rules, automobile regulations and 
Board Establishes 
Bylaws; Members 
The Board of Student Affairs 
continued Tuesday afternoon to 
revise and approve its bylaws. 
The BSA replaces the General 
Oooperative Committee, the Pub¬ 
lications Committee, and the Fi¬ 
nance Committee that existed 
prior to the Statement on Student 
Rights and Responsibilities. 
The editor of the Colonial Law¬ 
yer was dropped from the board 
while the president of the Gradu¬ 
ate Student Asisociation, the pres¬ 
ident of the Day Student Assem¬ 
bly, and two students (one man 
and one woman) to be elected at 
member of the BSA from the ad¬ 
ministration but his addition to 
the   Board   was  defeated. 
Tim Marvin moved to delete 
the part of the bylaws that deal 
with distribution of notice on the 
meeting to the various news me¬ 
dia of the College. "Since the 
meetings will be open if the by¬ 
laws are approved as they now 
stand, there is no need," said 
Marvin,  "to send news releases 
(98 votes) and Chris Hunt( 149). 
Hunt won the primary as the 
lesult of a write-in, since his 
name was accidentally left off 
the original SA ballot, even 
though he was a "legal" candi¬ 
date. 
"Legal" candidate encompass¬ 
ed a new dimension in this year's 
freshman election. Each election 
hopeful had to circulate an en¬ 
dorsement petition and obtain 
the "full and undivided" support 
of at least 25 of his fellow class 
members. 
Nancy Terrill, vice-president 
of the sophomore class, explain¬ 
ed this new, SA-imposed en¬ 
dorsement   qualification. 
She said, "This petition will 
not only serve to cut down the 
number of potential primary 
candidates; it will also give the 
petitioners themselves some idea 
of their popular support. 
Despite the SA's attempt to- 
liplit the number of candidates 
for each office, 12 nominees 
participated in the primary run¬ 
off for freshman secretarytrea- 
surer. 
No  one candidate received  a 
majority,  but  Tina  Jones   with 
91 votes, and Carolyn Tompkins 
came closest. Both girls 
Administration Denies 
Support of Time-Out 
PLAN CAMPAIGN — The two freshman men who v\ on the 
primary this week for president of their class discuss the coming 
campaign. The candidates are Butch Harowitz (left) and John 
McConnell. photo by Barry Kinnaird 
By Barbara Heroux 
HAT  HAT Reporter 
Despite an official "no" from 
the administration concerning 
the cancellation of classes, the 
Student Association intends to 
10 on with its plans for Time 
Out, a "discussion of the nature 
of the College" on November 5. 
3A President Tim Marvin met 
with the College's Assistant 
Vice-President John H. Willis 
Wednesday morning and was 
told that the administration 
would not announce a blanket 
cancellation of classes for the 
day. 
President Paschall then refer¬ 
red the matter to the Scheduling 
Committee, suggesting that the 
SA "consider scheduling the 
rally . . . not interfering with 
classes." 
With this suggestion in mind, 
Marvin has requested the Sche¬ 
duling Committee's permission 
to. hold the  rallies and discus- 
out about what happens." 
The  BSA also  in  its meeting  ^j^ 
Tuesday  revised the  purpose  of  are waging "p'osteV campaigns 
the organization and of the offi-      In contrast to the overcrowded 
cers.  The  remainder  of  the by- ' secretary-treasurer primary, only 
laws  will be  discussed  and  re-   Miary Woodward chose to qualify 
«.     . ^    * u .a ■ Vlsed at the next meet'mS next herself for the position of class large^from the student body were j Thursday. After this the bylaws historian.  Unlike  the  other of- 
must be approved by President fiCes, the historian's job is a 
Davis Y. Paschall and then the four-year responsibility. 
Board will hold elections to se- I Mary will run unopposed on 
lect the additional members un- the ballot for the final election 
der the new bylaws and begin ' which will take place this Tues- 
to handle student affairs. (day, Nov. 5. 
added 
Faculty members to be on the 
board include one member from 
the Schools of Law, Business, 
and Education, and four repre¬ 
sentatives (an increase of one) 
from the Arts and Sciences. 
These faculty members will be 
elected by the faculty of the in¬ 
dividual schools annually. 
The only appointed member of 
the BSA from the faculty will be 
a member chosen by the chair¬ 
man (the Dean of Students) to 
act as financial advisor to the 
Board. 
Added for the administration 
is the Dean of the Faculty of Arts 
and Sciences. The President of 
the  College  was   proposed   as  a 
IFC Dance Details 
Student Petitions 
Urge Rule Changes 
By Laura Keyes 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
At least two separate move¬ 
ments are under way to change 
Women's Dormitory Association 
regulations. A group of fresh¬ 
man men is sponsoring a petition 
which urges an extension of the 
women's curfew hours. Also, a 
largely   unpublicized   movement 
Colleges See Discrimination 
In  Greek Pledge  Policies 
By Fran Gretes 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
In   compliance   with   the   1964 
Civil  Rights Act,  colleges across 
the   country   are   examining   the 
membership policies of sororities. 
The  Interfratemity Council       Most sororities use a system of 
dance^tonight, Jfcaturiiig the Tarns   binding rccommendations where- j ,!._ -n..   „ «_-i    *      !„ -..I—J     ^   the   ajumnae   may   veto   the and the Tarns Orchestra, is sched 
uled for Adair Gymnasium. 
Tickets are still available at the 
door for $5.50. Dress is casual. 
All   fraternity   complexes   will 
be   open   to  freshman  men  and 
pledging of a prospective mem¬ 
ber. Recommewdations are pre¬ 
requisite to pledging. The coun¬ 
cils feel that discrimination is in- 
showing that it does not' use the 
system of binding recommenda¬ 
tions or inolude discriminatory 
clauses. 
If the policy does not meet 
the requirement, the sorority must 
delete the clause and eliminate 
the alumnae veto despite reac¬ 
tion from the national organiza¬ 
tions. 
This mandatory action has 
generated a rather volatile issue. 
The sororities are now faced with 
volved    in this   system   because   t*16 dilemma of either being de- 
thclr dates from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. I ver    0ften  the recommendations   nied rushing privileges and even- 
The dance begins at 9 p.m. and 
ends at 12:30 a.m. Curfew for all 
coeds is 1 a.m. 
Tomorrow night freshman wo¬ 
men as well as upperclass wo¬ 
men will have a 1 a.m. curfew. 
are   based   on  race,   creed,   color 
or national origin. 
The new plan of the Univer¬ 
sity of Michigan states that each 
sorority must submit to the stu¬ 
dent   government   a   copy   of   its 
tually becoming extinct or hav¬ 
ing their charters revoked by the 
national organizations. 
Because both the local and the 
national organizations disagreed 
with the Council on Human Re- 
national    membership    policy1 lations' right to intervene in so¬ 
rority and fraternity regulations, 
Kappa Delta voted to deactivate 
at George Washington Univer¬ 
sity. The Chi Omega chapter 
there accepted a Negro and con¬ 
sequently lost national recogni¬ 
tion and left campus. 
The charters are presently un¬ 
der review at Old Dominion Col¬ 
lege, where a Negro claims she 
was allowed to participate in 
rush but could not be pledged. 
Her charges came in the same 
week that an ODC fraternity, 
Alpha Epsilon Pi, became the 
first to pledge a Negro. 
Gale Gibson, president of Wil¬ 
liam and Mary Panhel, an¬ 
nounced that a committee is be- 
in£ formed to consider the situ¬ 
ation on this campus. 
for change or abolition of the 
dress regulations is gaining sup¬ 
port in the women's dormitories. 
Chuck Pinkerton, a freshman 
from Lynchburg, heads the 
movement for extension of the 
curfew hours. He is distribut¬ 
ing copies of a statement and 
formal petition which appeals to 
the WDA and sororities for a 
change in regulations which 
would set curfew for women stu¬ 
dents at 1 a. m. Monday through 
Thursday and 2 a. m. Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
statement condemns the present 
hours as "not only oppressive 
but offensive to the individual." 
Pinkerton stated that he has 
received "no unfavorable re¬ 
sponses yet" from either men or 
women students. He expects no 
real opposition from the admin¬ 
istration because "the maturity 
of the students has increased 
over the years . . . (they) can>- 
not say the students cannot con¬ 
trol  their actions." 
The petitions for change of 
women's dress regulations seems 
to have gained wide support de¬ 
spite its unofficial nature. 
Denise Roberts, head of a new¬ 
ly-formed Student Association 
committee to study possible 
WDA rules changes, explained 
that 431 women students have 
signed a petition advocating 
abolition of all dress regulations. 
The petition reads: "We the 
undersigned feel that the women 
at the College should not be sub¬ 
ject to dress regulations." De¬ 
nise,  a  junior  transfer  student, 
explained that "we thought that 
if we could show how many girls 
were willing to abolish dress 
regulations completely we could 
get some kind of change in the 
dress regulations." The backers 
of this petition hope this evi¬ 
dence of dissatisfaction will 
force an immediate meeting of 
the WDA Rules Change Commit¬ 
tee. 
Denise also outlined plans for 
protests against the dress regu¬ 
lations. Next week, the week of 
Time Out, some women students 
will break the dress regulations 
and wear slacks or shorts to 
classes to protest the present 
dress regulations. Denise em¬ 
phasized, however, that the de¬ 
cision to protest is entirely up 
to the women student and is not 
sanctioned by the SA committee. 
Denise expressed satisfaction 
with the students' reaction to 
the petition. "We have more 
possibilities for change now than 
ever before," she said. "The stu¬ 
dent body is more liberal." 
sions in the Sunken Garden, or "It   appears   to   me   that   Mr. 
in   Phi   Beta   Kappa   Hall   (de- Marvin's request does, however, 
pending on the weather), rather further contemplate the holding 
than   in   the   Wren   Courtyard, of a rally, the place, nature, and 
Faculty and administration rep- time  not  being   set  forth   other 
resentatives are being contacted than his statement, "... a full 
and  requested to give  the key- day affair." If, therefore, such a 
note  speeches  centering  on  the meeting or rally is desired by the 
theme   of   Time   Out,   "What 
Want Out of a University." 
Marvin emphasized that a stu¬ 
dent   can   attend   parts   of   the 
day's   events   without   devoting , .  .,     _ 
, ■        ..       .       .     ..     ,,,      „,    •?   same to you and the Committee. his entire day to it, although it , J 
Student Association, and the 
same will not interfere with 
classes, I conclude this to be a 
matter for the Scheduling Com¬ 
mittee and, accordingly, refer the 
is hoped that a majority of the 'I presume that you will wish 
students     will     be     interested | to talk with Mr. Marvin further 
enough   to   stay   for   the   whole ' as to information needed by the 
program. 
The SA is placing letters in 
the faculty mailboxes asking the 
professors to bring their classes 
to the rallies and discussions, or [ 
to permit the students to attend i week due to the incomplete state 
on their own. Marvin feels that | of the fraternity houses. Though 
faculty supoort is high and that ; moving in was still delayed seven 
Committee to consider  schedul 
ing the  rally,  the  sarm not in¬ 
terfering  with classes." 
Last year the beginning of the 
first semester was postponed one 
many  teachers  will  bring  their 
classes to the discussions. 
"The SA encourages all stu¬ 
dents, faculty and administration 
to participate in Time Out," 
Marvin concluded. "We have 
encountered technical problems, 
but we feel that both the pro¬ 
gram itself and the spirit of the 
College relating to it will give 
incentive to the eventual success 
of Time Out." 
In a letter to Willis, President 
Paschall   stated,   "If   I   interpret 
Mr. Marvin's letter correctly, his   r'psr.hitiorr 
request would involve a cancel¬ 
lation of classes for the date of 
days and there was difficulty in 
accomplishing the transition, 
classes could not be canceled 
more than that week. 
As of Friday morning, the 
Scheduling Committee had given 
permission for the use of the 
Sunken Garden from 10 a. m. to 
3:30 p. m. Tuesday, provided that 
the rally did not interfere with 
£>ny classes in progress. Twelve 
faculty speakers have been con¬ 
firmed. 
At  Thursday night's  meeting, 
the SA unanimously passed this 
'Whereas   President 
Paschall has not cancelled classes 
, „    , for Tuesday, Nov. 5 and whereas 
Novembers, and apparently hav-,the   Scheduling   Committee   has 
ing a rally somewhere on cam¬ 
pus. As you know, the College 
calendar is set well in advance 
of the session and its primary 
ba'sis is academic, particularly in 
reference to the number of class 
days per semester. 
The convocations are establish¬ 
ed in the College calendar and 
only once that I can recall have 
I requested a modification in the 
College calendar after the same 
had been published; namely, last 
year when I convened the Deans 
with a view to postponing the 
opening of the session because of 
the incomplction of men's dormi¬ 
tory housing at that time. Unless 
there were some rear emergency 
or a requst from the Deans of 
the College for changing the Col¬ 
lege calendar during the course 
of a session, I would not change 
the  same. :   ! *lili 
granted the SA permission to use 
the Sunken Garden for rallies 
and discussions, the members of 
the SA will still support "Time 
Out" on Nov. 5 to its conclusion 
and in doing so urge faculty, 
student, and administration par¬ 
ticipation." 
'Alembic' 
Debuts 
On Campus 
-Miiimimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii 
Lets Off Steam 
Passage Probable 
BSA Considers SA Auto Report 
Student Association president 
Tim Marvin has expressed confi¬ 
dence that the SA's report on 
recommended changes in auto¬ 
mobile regulations will be ap¬ 
proved by the Board of Student 
Affairs next week. 
The report was compiled last 
spring by an SA committee head¬ 
ed by Bob Clay, and was ap¬ 
proved by the General Coopera¬ 
tive Committee at its last meet¬ 
ing in May. Since the commit¬ 
tee's demise and the formation 
of the BSA, the report has been 
in limbo, but Marvin says it 
"should go right through" the 
BSA. 
Such an action would once 
again clear the way for some de¬ 
cision on the matter by the ulti¬ 
mate authority, the Board of Vis¬ 
itors, but Marvin emphasized that 
passage by the BSA was "in no 
way" tantamount to final approv¬ 
al. He did say, however, that he 
feels that "adequate research has 
been done by the SA, and there 
is no justification for any further 
research." 
The study recommends that 
the current regulation be changed 
to read: 
"By regulation of the Board of 
Visitors, only students that have 
successfully completed 58 aca¬ 
demic hours, maintained a l.o 
grade point average, and are in 
good standing with the College, 
shall be permitted to maintain an 
automobile on campus. Those stu¬ 
dents who have not completed 58 
hours are not allowed to have 
automobiles, except by special 
permission, which is to be se¬ 
cured from the President through 
the Dean of Men." Additional 
stipulations to the regulation 
are: students shall maintain a 
1.0 grade point average, students 
shall not drive on the old campus 
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 
5 p.m., students shall park in 
areas designated for that pur¬ 
pose and students shall pay a 
registration fee of ten dollars per 
semester." 
According to the SA study, the 
following areas would be avail¬ 
able for student parking: Yates, 
Phi Beta Kappa side lot, Com¬ 
mon Glory lot, James Blair Ter¬ 
race back and side lots and the 
Lodges lot. In addition to these 
parking lot areas, the survey 
notes that many parking spaces 
are available to students on the 
roads of the new campus and the 
streets surrounding the campus 
in general. The total capacity of 
parking facilities for student cars 
was estimated at 1,300, well 
within the 463 needed for stu¬ 
dents who would bring an auto¬ 
mobile to campus, according to 
the survey conducted by the SA 
as a part of the study. 
<Gazette, 
Picks Nixon 
The Virgmia Gazette, Williams¬ 
burg's local weekly paper, this 
week endorsed Richard M. Nixon 
for President of the United 
Stages. 
In an editorial titled "Nixon is 
the One," the Gazette stated, "In 
our view this man clearly offers 
our nation the best hope for a 
change that will be both practical 
and productive." 
The paper went on to describe 
Hubert Humphrey as "the most 
inconsistent" candidate." 
On the American Independent 
candidate George Wallace, the 
Gazette argues, "Mr. Wallace's 
biggest drawback, though, re¬ 
mains the fact that he talks a 
better game than he could possi¬ 
bly   play." 
Last week the campus seemed to be letting off a little more 
steam than usual. Staff photographer Julian Fitch caught the 
thick white cloud of steam escaping from the outlet near the 
Jamestown Road tunnel one night. A Campus Policeman re¬ 
ported that the outlet is an overflow valve for the steam heat 
at the College. 
William and Mary's answer to  ■ 
the Los Angeles Free Press, the 
Alembic,    appeared    on    campus 
l Wednesday for the first time. Its 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli four-page format contained edi¬ 
torial comment, original poetry, 
reviews, and interesting historical 
facts  concerning  the   College. 
In an editorial entitled "Free 
Press," the Alembic stated its 
aim, to provide editorial opinions 
"unhindered by any connection 
with the College," explaining 
"Hidden pressure and censorship 
by the administration can be 
avoided only through an indepen¬ 
dent press unsubsidized by Col¬ 
lege money. Only in Alembic is 
the outer mask of appearance 
stripped away to reveal the es¬ 
sence of things as they really 
are." 
Another editorial, "In Defense 
of Violence," came out in favor 
of violence as a political tool, 
stating "If the social and political 
order does not respond to meth¬ 
ods of civil disobedience and the 
needs of the people still go un- 
tended, then Americans have to 
sanction violence as a political 
tool." 
One of the creators of Alembic, 
a graduate student at the College, 
told the Flat Hat that the Alem¬ 
bic plans to expand to an eight- 
page format as soon as advertis¬ 
ing makes the expansion finan¬ 
cially possible. The paper is cur¬ 
rently being sold around campus 
for 20 cents, and will be publish¬ 
ed every two weeks. 
Alembic will accept contribu¬ 
tions from students in the form 
of essays, reviews, poetry, and 
letters. Contributions should be 
mailed to: Alembic, Box 428, Wil¬ 
liamsburg. 
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Trust Humphrey 
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We're Taking Time-Out 
Dick  Gregory  Is  Serious 
Hubert Humphrey is directly complicit in 
the unjust war that is destroying American and 
Vietnamese integrity and life. Hubert Humph¬ 
rey defended the indefensible actions of Mayor 
Daley's forces in Chicago and his own team's 
strategy at the Convention against the sensibili¬ 
ties and the expressed will of American Demo¬ 
crats. Hubert Humphrey silently witnessed the 
prostitution of his Party to the white South to 
insure  his  nomination. 
And yet wc sincerely hope that Mr. Humph¬ 
rey is elected President of the United States. 
Many past elections, [i960, 1964], have promis¬ 
ed us a choice for change. This one does not in 
any way, except through the possible election of 
a smooth "hillbilly Hitler." Mr. Nixon in office 
would be faced with almost learning what is 
happening in this country and could not institute 
a really repressive domestic policy. He similarly 
opted against the processes of party democracy 
for his nomination. And he said this Sunday on 
Face the 'Nation that he could not disagree with 
anything President Johnson has done in foreign 
affairs. 
This is not loyal opposition, and certainly 
it is not change. 
The question facing us is essentially what 
direction this nation will take and more specifi¬ 
cally, what kind of leadership will we have for 
our people. Our people are diverse and, right 
now, angry. Frightening because of their size and 
proposed long existence, the Wallace people have 
commanded the most concessions. Frightening, 
because of their oppression, the blacks, the poor, 
and the young have not talked any party into 
selecting  their  candidate. 
Richard Nixon's election would certainly 
shift much social responsibility to the shoulders 
of big business, which seems smart enough to 
know that something must be done. Yet one 
wonders if the classic third parties — which in¬ 
fluence others and die — will be sufficient for 
the American Independents; or will it be a 
"Munich" and tempt them to demand even less 
social justice. Nixon may be the man who re¬ 
presents the way things are. But his ability to 
move us ahead or satisfy the militant whites is 
a dilemma. This is a typically racist over-thought 
— "Can you satisfy the Wallace people?" Hell, 
do we even have the time, with the fire in our 
black  ghettos growing daily? 
Why would Hubert Humphrey perhaps 
effect change from within the President's party? 
Most of all because Hubert Humphrey is 
sensitive to the need for realistic programs for 
starving babies in Kentucky and Harlem and is 
willing to tell those of us in Flint, Michigan, 
or Winchester County, that we've got ours and 
we can wait. Sen. Eugene McCarthy asked for 
a reconciliation of all Americans, so they could 
work together to fulfill the American Promise. 
Sen. Robert Kennedy could have inspired that. 
Humphrey will have to ask. Nixon would de¬ 
pend on inaction or reaction satisfying the politi¬ 
cally powerful and articulate and holding down 
the others. 
Similarly, Humphrey's comrade Edmund 
Muskie has entered in much dialogue with an 
important group Nixon's insensitive liaison man, 
Spiro Agnew, called "Scroungy student dissent¬ 
ers." 
In the future, Humphrey leadership can 
guarantee a more sensitive and reasonable foreign 
policy. He is compassionate to and imaginative 
about most programs as is evidenced by his voting 
record and campaign where Nixon's record and 
speeches only frighten us. 
Those of us who wish to end the war in 
Vietnam and are committed to wage a serious 
war against racism and poverty cannot quit. 
We must express an alternative to the halting 
reverse of the nation; we must work locally and 
nationally in all political avenues. Locally in 
pragmatic politics we should unseat Democrat 
Thomas Downing for the Black independent 
Fauntleroy. Nationally we must seriously investi¬ 
gate and review our "democratic system." 
But to do all of this, we urge you, in the 
1968 presidential election, if you must, to express 
direction for America by voting for Cleaver, 
Gregory, Rockefeller, or McCarthy. But we 
warn you: Nixon and Wallace will not know 
what you mean. Humphrey will. 
Trust Humphrey. 
A Time to Sew 
"Now the Time has come: there is no place 
to run." After years of twilight gradualism, in¬ 
direct processes, and trivial bombast on the part 
of those who would forestall progress, the Student 
Association has adopted the lyrics of the Cham¬ 
bers Brothers as the guideline for an attempt to 
meet the growing problems of the College. On 
November 5 the students, faculty, and adminis¬ 
trative officials of the "university" will have the 
opportunity to stop running in divergent direc¬ 
tions and to take a long, incisive look at their 
institution. 
On a day of national decision, the SA pro¬ 
poses to focus community attention on the 
micrososm of national issues as they exist on 
campus. The format provides all groups with an 
opportunity to present their views on what the 
ideal university should entail. Special discussions, 
in groups open to all, have been arranged, and 
the major topics of concern to all parties con¬ 
stitute the subject matter to be discussed. Free 
enquiry, free dialogue have unlimited rein; equip¬ 
ment and settings necessary for the conduct of the 
program are ready. 
Success in the undertaking, then, depends 
on the cooperation of all concerned elements of 
the school society. The students, as the initiators 
of the action, have already evidenced their de¬ 
sire for effective discussion. A review of the past 
involvement of the faculty in the late General 
Cooperative Committee, and through the local 
chapter of the American Association of Univer¬ 
sity Professors, reassures the student that the pro¬ 
fessors will give a fair hearing to any and all 
legitimate points raised in the course of the dis¬ 
cussions. But what of the Administration? 
President Paschall has already flashed the 
traditional red light, insofar as official sanction is 
involved. And a study of their record on such 
matters — however brief — offers scant grounds 
for optimism. But the Time has, indeed, come. 
Berkeley, Columbia, Chicago, and Wallace de¬ 
monstrate that there is no place to run. Not even 
the most reluctant can now believe that a "re¬ 
turn to normalcy" — i.e., reaction and indiffer¬ 
ence — exists as a possibility anywhere, save in 
the closed, and therefore dark, minds of a few. 
A legitimate attempt at communication will 
be made on November 5. For the sake of the 
other groups, each group should seize this op¬ 
portunity and utilize it to the fullest. "They are 
always in the wrong, who arc always silent" is 
an old maxim ; its modern application is obvious. 
One  Shot Deal 
The liquor by the drink option will face 
many Virginia voters on Nov. 5. Seldom has a 
proposed measure been so potentially beneficial 
to the state of Virginia, yet seldom has a measure 
faced so much blind opposition. 
The bulk of the opposition to liquor by the 
drink comes from church groups and other basi¬ 
cally non-drinking sectors of society, whose'major 
objections to such legislation are based on emo¬ 
tion and are largely unsubstantiated by practical 
data. Indeed, the real issue such people debate is 
often whether liquor should be sold at all, not 
what form its sale should take. 
Those who argue that a rampant increase in 
open bars will be the inevitable result of the 
legislation have obviously neglected to read the 
act, which allows for the sale of liquor by the 
ounce only in restaurants with a table seating 
capacity of at least 50, with alcohol to he served 
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{An alternative in the presi¬ 
dential election who has receiv¬ 
ed little press is Dick Gregory 
of the Freedom and Peace 
Party who commanded our edi¬ 
torial consideration before we 
opted for Hubert Humphrey. 
His platform and seriousness 
are here condensed from his 
book. We recommend you read 
it or this review before you 
make your decision. The Book 
Store still has some copies. 
— Ed.) 
By Mike Chcsson 
FLAT HAT News Editor 
"Write Me In!" by Dick Greg¬ 
ory, Bantam, New York, 1968; 
95c,  160  pages. 
Comedian Dick Gregory has 
written a book which is any¬ 
thing but comical; it is the re¬ 
flection of a terribly stricken 
white America seen through the 
eyes of a successful black en¬ 
tertainer. In the hands of a 
lesser man Write Me In! would 
have been nothing but 160 pages 
of unrelieved bitterness, superb¬ 
ly executed, yes; but invective 
nonetheless. The wry humor, 
the intense humanity of Rich¬ 
ard Claxton Gregory gives to 
this little bock a lasting warmth 
which other commentaries on 
the race crisis do not possess. 
Despite this unique charm, 
Write Me In! will be a mind- 
jogging experience for most 
white readers. Gregory's style 
is sparse and unadorned and the 
reviewer found that no sacred 
cows were spared his devastat¬ 
ing thrusts. Write Me In! deals 
with a variety of social issues 
apart from the race question 
and the book is crammed with 
statistics and little - known in¬ 
formation. Nine well document¬ 
ed chapters constitute a telling 
indictment of modem American 
society — the sham is stripped 
bare and the hypocrisies are re¬ 
vealed for anyone who reads 
the book. Yet Dick Gregory is 
more than a muckraker for he 
has a wealth of constructive 
suggestions that he explains 
clearly and with attention to 
detail. 
Gregory examines the two 
constitutional qualifications re¬ 
quired of all Presidential candi¬ 
dates and  concludes  that as  a * 
native-bom citizen over 35 years 1 
of age he fulfills the necessary ' 
legal stipulations. He concludes 
that the single most importamt 
qualification   that   a   President 
should have is "a sensitivity to 
human need." 
Write Me In! has as one of 
its most important points a de¬ 
nunciation of the inadequacy of 
the two party system in this 
country. Gregory draws some 
interesting parallels between the 
choice with which the1 voter was 
faced in 1964 and 1968. His 
fundamental criticism of both 
years is that the citizen is forced 
to choose between the lesser of 
two evils and that we were so 
busy trying to do this in 1964 
that we elected "the evil of the 
evils." Gregory refused to be 
put in this postiion in 1964, 
and he remarks that a man who 
decides between marrying a 
full-time prostitute and one 
who works only on weekends, 
will still be marrying a whore 
whatever his choice. He feels 
that since Barry Goldwater was 
the most honest of the two can¬ 
didates he would have voted for 
him if he had cast a ballot in 
that year. 
This line of argument is per¬ 
haps the most appealing of any 
that Gregory uses in advocacy 
of his write-in campaign. Vot¬ 
ing for Dick Gregory would be 
a protest in the finest tradition 
of American dissent. Instead of 
pondering the respective worths 
of Humphrey and Nixon (as¬ 
suming, of course, that you are 
one of those who feels that 
George Wallace is not in the 
"mainstream") the voter dis¬ 
satisfied with what both parties 
offer can vote for Gregory. 
The average white reader 
may be surprised at the differ¬ 
ence between his image of Gre¬ 
gory and the real personality 
of the author of Write Me 
In! Gregory is totally non¬ 
violent and is also a vegetarian. 
His criticism of certain aspects 
of the American dream is quite 
harsh; conversely, there is a 
certain gentle quality that stems 
from his feelings about the 
value of human life. But he is 
not the man to tell his brothers 
to turn the other cheek. As he 
only in areas where full meals are available. 
Others argue that the only possible result 
will be an increased alcohol consumption and a 
corresponding increase in drunken driving, traf¬ 
fic death, and major crimes. Again, as figures 
recently cited in the Newport News Daily Press 
show, none of these assumptions is accurate. 
The figures regarding traffic death and 
drunken driving are just as conclusive. Com¬ 
parisons of figures on traffic death supplied by 
the National Safety Council suggests that liquor 
bv the drink is preferable to liquor by the bottle. 
The same relation holds in the figures on drunk¬ 
en driving. Considering these facts, the recent 
endorsement of liquor bv the drink by the Vir¬ 
ginia Highway Safety Committee comes as no 
surprise. 
Allegations that an increase in the crime 
rate will result in the wake of legalized liquor 
by the drink have also been disproved. The FBI 
reports that there is no connection between crime 
and liquor by the ounce. 
In short, the proposition allows for the sale 
of liquor by the drink in a rigidly-controlled 
atmosphere, with tight restrictions on the type 
of establishment selling the beverage, the age of 
the customer, and his state of sobriety. The 
previously cited examples substantiate the be¬ 
nignity of such a proposal in practice. The only 
result possible would be an increase in tourism, 
i.e. an increase in revenue for Virginia. 
It is high time that Virginia be dragged, 
albeit kicking and screaming, in the twentieth 
century. Legalizing liquor bv 'the drink will only 
result in less hypocrisy in the manner of liquor 
consumption in Virginia. 
, *■}•.! ~ 
Comrades in Arms 
Undoubtedly there are still some who re¬ 
member this campus' first excursion into the 
shadowy realms of underworld journalism. We 
refer, of course, to the semi-subversive, ciuasi- 
rndical rag published under the name of Iskra. 
Hopefully there will be even more who re¬ 
member the second attempt — which, to judge 
by immediate and admittedly superficial ap¬ 
pearances, will enjoy a longer and more in¬ 
fluential reign than did its ill-fated predecessor. 
The first issue of the Alembic, which burst 
onto the College literary scene in the wake of a 
mystifying and consequently interest-arousing 
publicity campaign, seems to possess everything 
which Iskra lacked. It is well-designed — not 
only is its physical layout a good deal more 
appealing to the eye and considerably easier to 
read, but it features a number of sketches and 
drawings which are of definite artistic merit. 
That such pains have been taken to make the 
appearance of the news sheet as appealing as pos¬ 
sible evidence of its staff's belief that it has 
something to say which is worthy of considera¬ 
tion. We share that belief. 
Although we of the Flat lint have taken 
it upon ourselves to express as fully as possible 
the concerns of the student body here at the 
College and to support constructive, meaningful 
student action to the hilt, we recognize the 
potentially valuable aid which the Alembic can 
contribute to the "cause." We are all in the 
same boat, so to speak, and whatever changes one 
group of dedicated students can effect — be it 
through subsidized or independent channels — 
can only advance our halting progress towards 
our desired goals. 
If the Ale?nbic can, indeed, help to strip 
away "the outer mask of appearance . . .to reveal 
the essence of things as they really are," we en¬ 
dorse and encourage its efforts wholeheartedly. 
to the Editor 
SA, WDA Join Forces 
To Effect Changes 
To the Editor: 
Women students were pleas¬ 
antly surprised by Missy Gal¬ 
loway's letter to the editor and 
have responded. A Student As¬ 
sociation Committee has formed 
to work for regulation changes. 
This committee circulated a pe¬ 
tition stating that women stu¬ 
dents should no longer be sub¬ 
ject to dress regulations. Four- 
hundred,,   thirty-one   students 
signed it, and many more want¬ 
ed the regulations changed. If 
ttie WDA Change Committee 
will now cooperate by meeting 
this semester, their efforts will 
be greatly appreciated. 
No intelligent woman of this 
College can continue to accept 
regulations which deny her in- 
dividual responsibility and 
which demonstrate distrust of 
her common sense and good 
taste. It is impossible to believe 
that without the existing regu¬ 
lations, W&M coeds would sud- 
on the Left 
Mike Chesson 
(Sedition's pen has not been 
silenced by papal interdict. Now 
hear this.) President Harold B. 
Glassen and the rest of the de¬ 
ranged hierarchy that control 
the National Rifle Association 
are murderers. Specifically, they 
are accessories before the fact, 
the term defined as "a person 
who is not actually present but 
contributes as an assistant to 
the commission of an offense." 
Gallup polls since 1934 show 
that more than three-fourths of 
the electorate favor stronger 
gun laws, but the N R A has 
thwarted democracy, forced its 
will upon a cowardly legislative 
branch and has thereby changed 
the course of world history. 
Bills that would have prevent¬ 
ed some, if not all of the as¬ 
sassinations that typify Ameri¬ 
can life have been killed by the 
tireless efforts of this pressure 
group which calls itself a non¬ 
profit organization (budget: 5.7 
million) and thus is not regis¬ 
tered as a lobby since it "pro¬ 
motes the general welfare." If 
being up to their elbows in the 
blood of our finest leaders can 
qualify under this clause, the 
NRA has done a spectacular job. 
All the perfumed prose of The 
American Rifleman will not 
sweeten this little band. 
Less dramatic, but no less tra¬ 
gic are the 20,000 lives taken 
each year in this country by 
firearms, plus 100,000 wound¬ 
ed. The figures compare favor¬ 
ably with our casualties in Viet¬ 
nam, from the Revolution to the 
present 627,000 Americans have 
died, yet 800,000 have died since 
1900 alone from shooting fatali¬ 
ties.  . 
The NRA's slogan, "Shooting 
is Safe," might be intended as 
a joke; 800 hunters die each 
year from wounds inflicted by 
their semi-blind colleagues. Ar¬ 
guments used by these fanatics 
are as amusing as their attitude 
is frightening (call me a gun 
nut again and I'll shoot you.) 
Among the more absurd are the 
right to bear arms, based on an 
out of context quotation of the 
Second Amendment. Among the 
precedents for the constitution¬ 
ality of gun control is the Su¬ 
preme Court's ruling in 1939, 
U.S. v. Miller. Carl Bakal, who 
now gets tons of hate mail from 
NRA members who call him a 
"Communist and pervert" notes 
in his book, The Right to Bear 
Arms, that "Many other court 
decisions and virtually every 
leading legal scholar and con- 
stHuticnal expert in the land 
agree that the intent, wording 
and meaning of the Second 
Amendment, in its full context, 
refer only to the people's col¬ 
lective right to bear arms as 
members of a well - regulated 
and authorized militia." 
Another nonsensical a r g u - 
ment is "guns don't kill people, 
people kill people." Evers could 
have been killed with a blow- 
gun, King with a crossbow and 
the President with a Molotov; 
all primitive weapons suited to 
the primitive areas in which 
they died. Yet the fact remains 
that the gun is the easiest, most 
efficient and most available 
means to murder. J. Edgar 
Hoover comments that cars are 
registered, why not guns? This 
is an apt reply to the NRA's 
proposal to ban cars because of 
the deaths they cause. Contrary 
to NRA opinion, criminals do 
not now steal their weapons; it 
is all too easy to buy them, 
except in states like New York 
and New Jersey wheer tough 
laws keep the guns out of the 
hands of crooks. This is the 
situation in England, where the 
smart crook carries no gun and 
can still pull capers like the 
Great Train Robbery. By re¬ 
moving a major source of vio¬ 
lence from their society, the 
Island has remained "•that other 
Eden, demi-paradise." The mur¬ 
derers of the NRA are deter¬ 
mined to keep us from this 
happy state. 
puts it in the book, "Because I 
am known to be non-violent, 
every summer when the riot 
season begins people call rriel 
asking if I will come and 'cool 
the black folks off.' I didn't 
heat them up and I am not 
going anywhere to cool them 
off." 
Of all the topics discussed by 
Mr. Gregory this reviewer was 
most interested in his mention 
of the concentration camps that 
exist in the United States. These 
facilities apparently remain un¬ 
occupied at present, but their 
existence and immediate use is 
authorized under Title II, Sec¬ 
tion 100 of the McCarran Act, 
passed in 1950. Gregory quotes, 
from this statute at length, as 
well as giving the camp loca¬ 
tions in Allenwood, Pa.; Avon 
Park, Fla; El Reno, Okla.; Tule 
Lake, Calif., and at two loca¬ 
tions in Arizona, Wittenburg and 
Florence. Such details are typi¬ 
cal of the symptcros of disease 
that are becoming all too per¬ 
vasive in American society. 
The final chapter of Write 
Me In! gives simple instructions 
to the prospective voter on how 
to do just that, whether with a 
voting machine or ordinary 
ballot. One hopes that a large 
portion of the electorate will 
read this book, even though 
they choose not to cast their 
ballets for Gregory, preferring 
a more pragmatic choice. It is 
certain that no book will be 
published by any candidate 
which has more relevance to 
contemporary problems, or more 
simple grace and power, than 
that by Dick Gregory, comedi¬ 
an. 
Howell to Speak 
State Senator Henry Howell of 
Norfolk will speak to the Wil¬ 
liam and Mary Young Democrats 
and Phi Delta Phi legal frater¬ 
nity this Thursday night at 8:30 
p .m. in the College's Life Sci¬ 
ence Building. The meeting is 
open to the College community 
and the general public. 
The liberal Norfolk Senator is 
a candidate for the Democratic 
nomination   for  governor. 
FLAT HAT STAFF 
denly transform  into unkempt, 
dishevelled,  mindless children. 
Women must be permitted to 
develop and to exercise personal 
responsibility. We are working 
for this end. 
Denise Roberts 
Morgan  Przygocki 
Now Is The Time 
For All Good Fans ... 
To the Student Body: 
The William and Mary foot¬ 
ball team loses its home game 
primarily because you just cheer 
when the going is good and 
never when the going gets 
rough. Even the cheer leaders 
gave up on you. Typical! I rea¬ 
lize that you want to make a 
good impression on your dates 
so you get dressed up and keep 
yourself looking sharp. Forget 
it! Next home game go grub, 
be yourself, get out of your 
shell, and "yell like hell for the 
Indians." Your girl will love 
you for it. If she doesn't, she 
doesn't belong here. Make sure 
that "they will heed our 
cheers." Remember it is you 
who must "lead our team on to 
victory" and you who must 
"give a shout for the Indians 
bold." So don't bury the hatchet 
and smoke a complacent peace 
pipe. The William and Mary 
football team will fight if you 
give them back their most 
prized possession—Indian spirit. 
Jim Kulesz, Class of '71 
"Left" and "Right" 
Authors Zero Out 
To the Editor: 
Last week's Flat Hat contain¬ 
ed several letters criticizing the 
previous week's "On the Left," 
by Mike Chesson. This seemed 
to me a proper censure. To my 
disappointment I then discover¬ 
ed Finley Young's "On the 
Right" to be an infinitely more 
inept piece of editorial com¬ 
ment than the previous week's 
article by Mr. Chesson. After 
two successive weeks of inane 
verbalism, perhaps the Flat Hat 
will persuade a "moderate" to 
contribute an article to the 
available space. "In the Middle" 
could hardly be a more trifling 
waste than Mr. Young's recent 
effort. 
Michael Horrom 
Credit Where Due 
....Inadvertently, the following 
sources were not credited with 
material which appeared in last 
week's Flat Hat: 
Fred Simpkins for the picture 
on the front page of The 
Weather  Vane. 
The Collegiate Press Service 
for the cartoon in "Campus 
Affairs." 
Gerald Fauber, a professor at 
UCLA, for the essay, "The Stu¬ 
dent  as  Nigger." 
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Around Walden 
A Bright Spot 
George W. Coode 
As election day nears it be¬ 
comes increasingly hazardous to 
one's sensibilities to read the 
newspapers. By this time any 
intelligent person has made up 
his mind, cr, in despair, given 
up trying to decide altogether. 
To call what's going on now 
"anti-climatic" is an u n d e r- 
statement. For what began as, 
and has been one of the most, 
unique and challenging election 
years has now evolved into an 
ugly game of name-calling, 
emotional attacks and counter¬ 
attacks. It is indeed lamentable 
that in a time of national crisis 
the American people cannot 
muster at least one leader with 
the ability to unify the country. 
I for one have found an happy 
oasis on page two in the cover¬ 
age of the Vice - Presidential 
campaigns. 
All one has to do to find out 
the real differences between 
Nixon and Humphrey is to pair 
off their running mates. This is 
a substantial clue into the phi¬ 
losophies, attitudes, and goals of 
the two candidates. For there 
is a world of difference between 
Spiro Agnew and Edmund Mus¬ 
kie. One, many contend, ought 
to be at the head of the Demo¬ 
cratic ticket; the other ought not 
to be involved in politics at all. 
But I have nothing ill to say 
about Mr. Agnew. He has, after 
all, given the English language 
one-of its more expressive tran¬ 
sitive verbs: spiroagnew, spiro- 
agnewed, and spiroagnewing 
to blunder, err, botch and bungle 
with great consistency. 
When Muskie made front 
page news by inviting a Wash¬ 
ington, Pa., heckler onto the 
platform to discuss their dif¬ 
ferences, he distinguished him¬ 
self from the rest of the candi- 
daitcs in policy toward this and 
other problems. He does not 
shout them down as Humphrey 
has; he does not throw them out 
as Wallace does; nor has he se¬ 
lected his student audience of 
taken great pains to avoid stu¬ 
dent audiences altogether as 
Nixon and Agnew have done. 
His confidence in the progres¬ 
sive tradition, belief in an open 
confrontation of the issues di¬ 
viding our nation, and his re¬ 
fusal to appeal to emotion are 
but a few ingredients of his 
style and content which make 
him the most interesting, and 
only true, leader in the political 
race. His low-key deliveiry and 
non-rhetorical language remind 
one of Eugene McCarthy, though 
a tough-minded McCarthy to be 
sure. Muskie's campaign says a 
lot for his running mate's cause 
that Mr. Humphrey himself is 
unable  to articulate. 
Edmund Muskie is the only 
thing going that I can vote for 
positively and without qualms. 
Many people have pointed out 
that in this year, more than any 
other, the voter is. voting against 
candidates rather than affirming 
certain candidates and issues* 
One need only look to Califor¬ 
nia, which it is predicted, will 
So for Richard Nixon, where 
only six years ago he was turn¬ 
ed down as governor in favor 
of even then unpopular PE(t 
Brown, to see that this is truet 
Only in a year when all any 
Republican had to do was step 
into the comparative void of 
leadership could Nixon do sq. 
It is a tragic situation for the 
Democratic party that Senator 
Muskie is not the Number One 
spokesman for the liberal cause. 
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Student  Explains 
Chicago  Actions 
Page 3" 
Repercussions of eourt actions 
and judicial investigations fol¬ 
lowing the Democratic convention 
in Chicago carried over into Oc¬ 
tober when a student at William 
and Mary had to return to Chi¬ 
cago last week to face trial on 
charges of failing to disperse and 
disorderly conduct. 
The charges were later reduced 
to one of traffic violation by ob¬ 
structing pedestrians, to which the 
student  pleaded guilty. 
FBI Investigates 
"I was investigated twice by 
the FBI before my trial," he 
said. "They wanted to know 
about my actions in Chicago. 
They also wanted to know if I 
felt the speech of Bobby Seal in 
Lincoln Park was inflammatory." 
Seal is a leader of the Peace 
and Freedom Party. 
"If they could have gotten the 
statement, they could have sub¬ 
poenaed me to appear to testify 
against him," the student con¬ 
tinued. "The FBI was investi¬ 
gating anybody who had any con¬ 
nection at all with the confron¬ 
tation in Chicago." 
He felt that "they are trying 
to get anybody they can to de¬ 
stroy the movement." Arrested 
and booked in Chicago during the 
August convention disturbances, 
the student said that the police 
released him on bail. He jumped 
bail and returned to school again 
this fall. 
"The FBI even wanted to kncrtv 
who my friends were, what I 
had said. They were talking to 
my lawyer all the time," said the 
student. "As long as I was under 
criminal indictment in Chicago, 
the FBI could extradite me and 
charge me with violating the 
anti-riots clause of the 1968 civil 
rights act." 
Student Powerless 
"I think that (in August) the 
students were powerless in the 
sense that they weren't organ¬ 
ized for any specific objective, 
like the Hilton," the student said 
referring to the disturbances. 
("Chicago Mayor Richard) Daley 
thought it was going to be like 
the   Pentagon   with   250,000 
amassed, and it just wasn't like 
that. SDS (Students for a Demo¬ 
cratic Society) didn't want to 
handle it, but they got sucked in 
at the last moment by MOBE 
(Mobilization to End the War in 
Vietnam). They acted like parade 
marshalls to keep people from 
getiting killed." 
"Most important is not just 
a poor estimation on Daley's part 
of the power needed to quell the 
rumblings, but thait he can amass 
power and supress comment in 
the name of legitimacy." 
The student, however, doesn't 
blame anyone for the trouble in 
Chicago, at least not Daley, the 
police, or the students. "I sup¬ 
pose I blame the power structure 
and system that has the capabili¬ 
ty of defining legitimacy for ac¬ 
tions, status values and converse¬ 
ly to illegitimize and devalue and 
in other ways undermine non¬ 
conformist behavior simply be¬ 
cause it holds the polwer to do 
so." 
"Although framed in the con¬ 
text of his fear (Daley's), it is 
relevant. But in context of stu- 
demts who wanted to voice their 
Architecture Firm 
Is Campus Fixture 
ARCHITECT'S HANG-OUT—This small g -ay building near Yates Dormitory is the William 
and Mary home base for the representative of Wright,   Jones   and   Wilkerson,   the   architect   firm 
.  . ,   which designs buildings for the College. The Co ilegG-owned   structure   is   actually   the   office   of 
public opinion, it was irrelevant." I  the Clerk of the Works. 
By Bill  Sizemore 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
"They were here before I was. 
I'd say 25 or 30 years." 
The speaker was Robert Eng¬ 
lish Jr., Bursar of the College, 
, and "they" are Wright, Jones 
and Wilkerson, the architects 
who have designed every build¬ 
ing put up on campus since any¬ 
body can remember. 
The Richmond-based firm has 
gone through many changes in 
name through the years, but it's 
the same company, according to 
English. 
Why does this company get the 
job of designing every campus 
building that comes along? 
"They've done good work," Eng¬ 
lish said, "and they're familiar 
with the campus. That means a 
lot, you know." 
There's a definite advantage to 
having the same architects do 
every job, he continued, because 
ihe buildings have a consistency 
in appearance that they wouldn't 
have otherwise." Besides, 
Wright, Jones and Wilkerson 
have "a very fine reputation in 
the state." 
The College, however, has no 
bincdng contract with the com¬ 
pany. Technically, the architect 
is chosen by the Board of Visi¬ 
tors for each building as it is 
considered. 
The selection is not by bids, 
English explained, because the 
architect's fees must be in line 
with a scale set down by the 
state that is uniform for all 
architects practicing in the state. 
"So it's not a question of one 
firm being cheaper than an¬ 
other." 
Architect selection differs 
With the process of choosing a 
contractor for the buildings, 
which is done strictly on a low- 
bid basis. There is hardly ever 
a case of the same contractor 
getting the job for two buildings 
in succession. 
Wright, Jones and Wilkerson 
have a field representative who 
visits the campus "once or twice 
a week" to check on the progress 
of the construction. He uses as 
his headquarters the small gray 
frame building that sits in front 
of Yates and sports a shingle 
bearing the company's name. 
Council Will Hear Cases 
Monroe Dorm Okays Disciplinary Autonomy 
In what seems likely to be a 
precedent-setting action, Monroe 
dormitory Tuesday night adopted 
a constitution which shifts juris¬ 
diction in disciplinary cases "nor¬ 
mally handled by the Dean of 
Men" from that office to the 
Monroe dormitory council. 
According to Tony Gaeta, Mon¬ 
roe residence counselor, the new 
constitution means that "anything 
previously handled in the Dean's 
offices , will now be handled by 
the offending student's peers— 
the derm council." The council 
will have the power to impose 
penalties ranging from none at 
all to a recommendation that a 
student be expelled from the 
College. And these decisions, says 
Gaota, will be "tantamount to 
action by the Dean of Men's 
office." If a student feels he has 
been wronged by the dorm coun¬ 
cil, he still has the right of ap¬ 
peal up to the dean's office. 
However, according to Gaeta, the 
deans will have no power to in¬ 
terfere, on their own initiative, 
with the workings of the Monroe 
dorm council. 
The constitution was written 
by Gaeta and the six-member 
Monroe dorm council and ap¬ 
proved by Dean of Men Carson 
Barnes prior to its adoption by 
the residents of Monroe. Adoption 
came unanimously, at a dormi¬ 
tory meeting Tuesday night, with 
the provision that the dorm coun- 
Free Theatre Stymied; Files 
For  Official  Recognition 
By Cheryl Scott 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
The Free Theatre, the campus's 
newest dramatic organization, has 
met with difficulty in attempts to 
secure use of the Campus Center 
Little Theatre for its forthcoming 
production—"Humanity" by Wal¬ 
ter Hasenclever and "An Albino 
Kind of Logic" by Curtis Zahn. 
Tim Devitt and Richard Cook, 
leaders of the Free Theatre, had 
hoped to obtain the Little The¬ 
atre for the nights of Nov. 18 
through 23. In a letter to J. Wil¬ 
fred Lambert, Dean of Students, 
Devitt submitted a request for 
use of the room. Lambert re¬ 
ferred him to the Scheduling 
Committee, headed by Dr. John 
H. Willis, Jr. 
The committee refused to ac¬ 
cept the Free Theatre's applica¬ 
tion.   According   to   Devitt,   the 
committee was uncertain as to 
the nature of the Free Theatre1— 
its organization, claims to per¬ 
manence and future expectations. 
Moreover, on performance nights, 
representatives to a private meet¬ 
ing with Willis last Tuesday 
morning. At this meeting Devitt 
and Larry Peterson, SLA presi¬ 
dent,   complied   with   Willis'   re¬ 
tire Theatre planned to ask for , quest that they compose a con¬ 
donations, the purpose of which I stitution to be presented to. the 
was unclear to the Committee. i SA a,nd voted upon at their next 
Furthermore,    the    Theatre    had   meeting, Nov.  5, 
asked for nightly use of campus 
facilities for "an unusually long 
period of time." 
Not Recognized 
The Scheduling Committee's 
basic grievance, however, was 
the fact that although sponsored 
by the Students for Liberal Ac¬ 
tion, the Free Theatre is not, as 
yet, officially recognized by the 
Student Association. 
After consulting with the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
in regard to their legal status, 
the Free Theatre agreed to send 
Reconsideration Open 
If the SA recognizes the Free 
Theatre, the Scheduling Commit¬ 
tee will reconsider its application 
to use the Little Theatre. After 
talking with Willis, Devitt is op¬ 
timistic about further action by 
the Committee. He is only con¬ 
cerned that the Free Theatre does 
not get in a "credential bind"— 
that they should have to "prove 
themselves" to be recognized by 
the SA when they cannot prove 
themselves until they are so rec¬ 
ognized. 
cil consider and offer Monday 
night any suggestions for amend¬ 
ments that any residents may 
wish to propose. 
"This means," says Gaeta, "that 
the residence counselor and dorm 
managers are not 'the dean's 
men' any more. A great deal de¬ 
pends on the dorm council, and ; cx-officio member of the council 
I think they're accepting the re¬ 
sponsibility very well." 
The Monroe dormitory council 
consists of six members — one 
elected from each floor plus Mon¬ 
roe's three Student Association 
representatives. Gaeta will be an 
in its judiciary capacity. He will, 
however, have neither vote nor 
veto in the proceedings. "I 
wouldn't want that authority," he 
says. 
An accused student will be en¬ 
titled  to choose one member of 
the council as his legal counsel, 
leaving five voting members. A 
majority vote will constitute a 
decision. 
It is considered likely that 
Yates and Bryan may soon follow 
Monirce in this shift of disciplin¬ 
ary authority. 
"But it's not their building," 
English hastened to point out. 
"It's the College's. It's the of¬ 
fice of the Clerk of the Works." 
And just who is the Clerk of 
the Works? "Oh, he's a College 
official who oversees the new 
construction. He makes sure the 
contractor is doing the job." 
So, contrary to outward ap¬ 
pearances, the little gray build¬ 
ing is not the campus branch of 
Wright, Jones and Wilkerson —• 
at least not technically. 
The firm designed Dupont 
Dormitory as one of the first 
buildings in the brick and stone 
style later repeated throughout 
the new campus. 
Wright, Jones and Wilkerson 
also designed Yates and the fra¬ 
ternity complexes as well as the 
Common's, the library, the phy¬ 
sics building and the life science 
building. They also drew the 
plans for the mathematics and 
general classroom building cur¬ 
rently under construction beyond 
the physics building. 
Ejection Coverage 
The College radio station 
WCWM will cover the 1968 elec¬ 
tions from the second floor of 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall next Tues¬ 
day night. 
A telephone net will link 
WCWM to campaign headquar¬ 
ters across the state, and repor¬ 
ters will be following the local 
votes on liquor-by-the-drink 
and the bond issue as well as 
the Presidency. 
In addition, a panel of faculty 
members and local political ex¬ 
perts will add comments on the 
issues and voting trends. 
Wallace Faces Overcheer 
By Students at Speech in 
Tactics 
Norfolk 
By  Tom  McDonald 
FLAT HAT Reporter     *' 
George C. Wallace, American 
Independent Party candidate for 
President, encountered the over- 
cheer again last night as his 
campaign nears its end. Appear¬ 
ing at an outdoor rally at Fore¬ 
man Field at Old Dominion Col¬ 
lege in Norfolk, he delivered his 
standard "Law and Order" 
speech to a crowd estimated at 
11,000. His speech was puctuated 
and interrupted on numerous in¬ 
stances by a large, well-or¬ 
ganized group of Old Dominion 
students. They utilized the tactic 
popularized by students in San 
Diego, known as the "overcheer." 
At 4 p. m., well before the rally 
was scheduled to begin, a large 
group of ODC students assembl¬ 
ed in front of the student center 
to be briefed in the use of the 
overcheer tactic. Student Gov¬ 
ernment President John Suhre 
asked the students to cooperate 
by refraining from overtly hos¬ 
tile heckling, as well as all vio¬ 
lence. He said that the overcheer 
had been proven to be the most 
effective instrument of protest 
utilized in the campaign. 
The students, equipped with 
mock Wallace signs and wearing 
upside down Wallace pins, as¬ 
sembled en masse in two sections 
of the. stadium, high and to the 
speaker's irijjfct. 
Wallace, scheduled to speak at 
6 p. m., was delayed and did not 
arrive'uhtil ft40 p. m. Beginning 
his speech: itf the usual manner, 
he said he hoped "the news 
media will jtake note" of the 
cro\fcdf "the Same sort of recep¬ 
tion we have received" in all 
parts of the country. 
Wallace next introduced a 
group of union leaders from Ala¬ 
bama, apparently to show his 
support by labor. After the ap¬ 
plause of his supporters died 
down, Wallace started to speak 
but was interrupted by the wild¬ 
ly frienzied cheers of the ODC 
group. They gave even more ef¬ 
fectiveness to this tactic by tim¬ 
ing it after the regular applause 
had died down, many times 
causing Wallace to wait for them 
to  stop. 
After their initial cheer, they 
began chanting "Wallace, Wal¬ 
lace' with such gusto that Wal¬ 
lace left the podium several times 
to confer with aides. He then 
taunted them, warning that 
"you're gomna get him on Nov. 5 
whether you want him or not." 
He repeated one of his favorite 
jibes to hecklers that "anarchists 
better  have  their day  now  be¬ 
cause after I'm elected president, 
you'll  be  through." 
For a time the rally was a 
series of taunts by Wallace an¬ 
swered by the wild cheering of 
the students. 
Wallace — "Why don't you sit 
down and behave over there — 
don't you know how?" 
Wild cheering. 
Wallace — "Go ahead and yell 
— I'll stand here and wait." 
Frenzied cheiering. 
Wallace — "I was fighting 
Nazis before yW were born." 
Mere cheering. 
Wallace used his famous Nazi 
fighter phrase even though no 
one had done anything but cheer 
him. During the student cheers, 
legitimate Wallace supporters 
grumbled and booed. 
Included in Wallace's half- 
hour speech was his standard 
proposal for repeal of the open 
housing law "that destroyed the 
adage that a man's home is his 
castle," as well as his intention 
of turning over school boards 
"lock stock and barrel" to the 
peonle. 
Punctuating Wallace's rhetoric 
on these points was the cheer of 
the students — always well 
timed and powerful. Each time 
they cheered Wallace would re¬ 
ply  with  something  like:  "You 
Campaign Countdown 
Candidates Enter Closing Days of Tight Race 
Humphrey 
By Molly Shryer 
Asst. National News Editor 
As campaigning goes into its last few days growing support for 
presidential nominee Hubert H. Humphrey is evident. 
Humphrey received a boost in campaign support with his en¬ 
dorsement by former rival for the Democratic nomination Sen. 
Eugene J. McCarthy. 
McCarthy made his decision, he said, because of Humphrey's 
"better understanding of our domestic needs" and the better possi¬ 
bility of a reduction in the arms race and lessened military tensions. 
'Although McCarthy's endorsement was obviously cool, the 
Vice-President seemed encouraged bv it and said he thought Mc¬ 
Carthy's appeal to his backers would be helpful to the Democratic 
campaign in marginal areas such as California and New York. 
Statistics released in the latest Gallup poll indicate growing 
voter confidence in Humphrey, with support at 36 percent, a five 
point gain since the Inst survey. . .      . 
Humphrey gave his own assessment of his position in the nresi- 
dential race by claiming 251 electoral votes, enough to deny Rich¬ 
ard Nixon the majority needed for election. Should Humphrey's 
prediction be realized the choice of a president would rest with the 
House of Representatives. 
President Johnson began several days of intensive campaigning 
for the Democratic candidate last week bv stating that Humphrey 
"is going to wake up on the morning of Nov. 6 as the president¬ 
elect of the United States." „ 
On NBC's interview program "Meet the i ress Humphrey 
appeared and attacked what he termed Nixon's "really irresponsible" 
arms policy proposals, asserting that his opponent s stand was in¬ 
consistent and contradictory. 11. 
Speaking in the industrial areas of northern Ohio carlv this 
week, Humphrey added to this charge bv recalling Nixon's change 
in attitude toward Social Security and Medicare from one of op¬ 
position to one of support.       ^_ , ,_______,  
Nixon 
By Finley Young 
National News Editor 
Richard Nixon has little reason to face the final days of his 
campaign with anything but confidence. There arc warning signs 
on the last mile to the Presidency, however, including a strong 
finish by Hubert Humphrey and the danger of a last-minute cam¬ 
paign bombshell from any corner of the opposition or simply from 
the course of events such as the Paris peace talks. 
The biggest jolt of the week was the charge of conflict of 
interest lodged by the New York Times aeainst Nixon's running 
mate, Gov. Spiro T. Agnew of Maryland. The effect of the attack 
seemed, however, to be blunted by a combination of factors in¬ 
cluding its timing, so close to the end of the campaign as to appear 
as partisan harassment to many rather than as serious, public-spirited 
inquiry. 
The charge also appeared dated, having been unsuccessfully 
raised by Agnew's opposition in Maryland's 1966 gubernatorial 
race. Tuesday a leading Democrat from Agnew's home county 
absolved him from guilt in the mntter. The Times- charge was 
countered by one of the Chicago Tribune against Hubert Humphrey 
for conflict of interest in a real estate transaction in Minnesota. 
In terms of funds left for the final push, Nixon again held the 
edge. The final television splurge planned by the GOP was a four- 
hour (two for the East, two for the West), nationwide telethon on 
election eve. 
Finally, in the polls, the Nixon lead held at eight points in the 
October 27 Gallup poll. Though shrinking, the gap should prove 
a wide one for the opposition to close in the last week. As for 
electoral predictions, Nixon held a substantial lead as of Wednesday. 
The question that has dominated the race to date remained, how¬ 
ever: can Nixon garner the majority needed to avoid the vagaries 
of electoral bargaining or House election? 
Wallace 
By Christine Cheney 
Flat Hat Reporter 
Although the peak of popularity he reached in past weeks has 
declined, it is conceivable that George Wallace could become the 
next President of the United States. This is substantiated by the 
fact that he will probably accumulate more electoral votes than 
Democrat Hubert Humphrey. A fraction of undecided voters in 
certain states, however, could effect the electoral count. 
Another source of proof of Wallace's strength lies in the South. 
Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, and of course, 
Alabama are undeniably Wallace's, while in Florida, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas there are close races be¬ 
tween Wallace and Nixon. 
These facts seem phenomenal considering that Wallace's cam¬ 
paign is the least organized of any serious candidate in the history 
of the United States, that not one member of his staff has had any 
experience in national politics, and that his platform was released 
only twenty-two days before the election. But George Wallace is 
the only presidential candidate at this time who displays any 
charisma. 
Wallace has become the mouthpiece of white America with its 
"smoldering distrust" of current trends and policies. His platform 
illustrates a frustration with the war and a fear of violence and 
current judiciary system that seems to be wide-spread in the middle 
class. The blue collar workers, the farmers, the firemen and police¬ 
men support Wallace's simple solutions to the complicated prob¬ 
lems — a momentary relief. 
The choice of General Curtis LeMay as his running mate may 
have added to his appeal, particularly with those who are frustrated 
with the war. 
Another reason for Wallace's unique appeal seems to be his 
antipathy for anything aloof and unresponsive to the common man. 
This includes the bureaucrats of Washington, college professors and 
journalists.   
gotta work to own a home! — it 
don't affect you!" Which of 
course induced even more fren¬ 
zied cheering. 
As regards busing, Wallace 
promised "not one dime to bus 
anyone where he don't want to 
be bused" — except maybe to 
"bus college students to the draft 
board." 
Remarks like this ■ illicited en¬ 
thusiastic "Tell it like it is, 
George!" shouts and applause 
from his real supporters. But as 
these died down, the overcheer 
made up in volume what it lack¬ 
ed in numbers. 
Wallace at one point indicated 
the students and directed the 
newsmen to "go over there and 
get them on TV — hello sweetie 
pie — there's nothing wrong with 
you a good haircut wouldn't 
cure." (Cheer — loud and en¬ 
thusiastic from both the students 
and real supporters.) "That's 
right sweetie." 
Wallace, of course, could not 
forget to mention the statement 
for which he will be perhaps best 
remembered — "if you want to 
lie down in front of my car, go 
ahead — but I'll ween you from 
ever lying down in front of a 
car again — if you doubt me, I'm 
gonna come back to Norfolk 
when I'm president, and you just 
try me!" 
Included in his speech were 
some   foreign   policy   proposals. 
We should "cut off all foreign 
aid if our European allies don't 
stop trading with North Viet¬ 
nam." The money saved from 
this should be used to "rebuilt 
the merchant fleet back to where 
it belongs." 
On Vietnam, he states "I sin¬ 
cerely hope we have peace, but 
we are gonna end the war one 
way or the other." (Wild cheer¬ 
ing from the ODC group, follow¬ 
ing and .superceding genuine ap¬ 
plause.) 
Wallace  —  "You  been   on  a 
trip." 
Cheer. 
Wallace — "Not the same one 
I've been on." 
By the end of the speech it 
seemed that Wallace had ad¬ 
dressed almost as many remarks 
to the vocal ODC group as he did 
to his real audience. But then 
that's why many of them came— 
Wallace — "You're the ones 
people are sick and tired of." 
Cheers (the student section 
can be easily heard above the 
rest). 
Wallace — "You loud mouths 
better have your talk now — 
we'll put most of you to work." 
Cheers of the same type. 
Wallace — "You had better 
disrupt this meeting — because 
this is your last!" 
With that George C. Wallace 
said thank you and good night. 
ON OVERCHEER—A group of college students gathers be¬ 
fore the Wallace rally in Norfolk last night to plan their strategy. 
The students from area colleges cheered Wallace enthusiasticaiiy 
—to the point of disrupting his speech.  
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I  THE TELECLECTIC 
The Nation 
COLLEGE PARK, Md. {Washington Post) — University 
of Maryland students showed only passing interest Tuesday in the 
national "time-out day" aimed at discussion of social and political 
issues. The College Park campus was the only one in the Wash¬ 
ington area to stage activities in support of the day, which was 
initiated by the National Student Association. 
At College Park the Student Government set up a microphone 
in front of the Student Union Biulding from noon to 4 p. m. and 
passersby were encouraged to speak out on any issue. Some students 
stopped to listen on their way in or out of the Union, but most did 
not stay long. 
* *        *        * 
WASHINGTON (Georgetown University, The Tloya) — 
Black workers are being sought for construction of the new George¬ 
town Law Center in an attempt to benefit and include inner city 
residents. 
A proposal by Student Bar Association President Donald Stern 
included stipulations that would bind contractors to make special 
efforts to hire residents of the immediate area without discrimina¬ 
tory policies. 
'P ?P V ?P 
BERKELEY, Cal. (University of California at Berkeley) — 
In the biggest uproar at the UC Berkeley campus since the 1964 
Free Speech Movement crisis, police ripped aside barricades erected 
in a university building to arrest 76 demonstrators supporting lec¬ 
tures of Black Panther leader Eld ridge Cleaver. 
Moses Hall had been held by students for ig hours behind 
barriers constructed from files, chairs, desks and assorted debris. 
Those arrested were charged with disturbing the peace, malicious 
mischief and trespassing and held on $1650 bail. The hall was left 
a chaotic mess of stripped rooms, scattered records and garbage. 
Some secretaries who came to work at 8 a.m. broke down in tears. 
* *        *        # 
The State 
NORFOLK — Old Dominion College Student Government 
President, John Suhre, and Attorney General, Dick White, have 
issued a request that the charters of all the fraternities and sorori¬ 
ties be made public. This said White, "is for their own good and 
will show that they are non-discriminatory." 
The request followed a recent charge by a Negro woman at 
the college that she was denied membership in a sorority due to her 
race. White described the woman in question as "attractive, person¬ 
able, and qualified to be in a sorority." 
* *        *        * 
_ RICHMOND — After the arousal of much public sentiment 
against the allegedly planned "puppy burn" to protest the war in 
Vietnam, Students for Liberal Government at Virginia Common¬ 
wealth University requested and were denied the use of University 
property to hold a rally Oct. 25 to clear their name. The adminis¬ 
tration suggested that the SLG would "be better advised to issue 
a public statement of clarification." The rally, consisting of folk 
songs and anti-war speeches, was held as scheduled but in a public 
park adjacent the University rather than on University property. 
* *        #        * 
CHARLOTTESVILLE (University of Virginia Cavalier 
Daily) — Over 3,000 students at UVA have added their names to 
a petition calling for an open meeting of the Board of Visitors. The 
petition, endorsed by the Student Council calls for an open forum 
to allow "all members of the University to meet with the Board of 
yisitors." 
Student Council President, Rick Evans, stated that this is 
important "since the issues in question at that meeting initmately 
involve every student on the Grounds." Some of the issues in ques¬ 
tion were listed as: "parietal rules, dormitory self-government, girls 
in fraternity houses, co-education, admission of Black students, car 
policy, cut policy, and better student-administration communica¬ 
tion." 
I Orchestre de Paris 
To Perform Here 
France's most renowned sym¬ 
phony orchestra, Orchestre de 
Paris, on its first tour of Ameri¬ 
ca, will perform in Phi Beta Kap¬ 
pa Memorial Hall Thursday at 
8:30  p.m. 
Jean-Pierre Jacquillat will con¬ 
duct the 100-piece orchestra, and 
the young Algerian-born artist 
Jean-Paul Seville will be the 
piano soloist. 
Recent reviews describe the or¬ 
chestra's   concerts   as   presenting 
Panhellenic 
Sets Board 
For Service 
A meeting of philanthropic 
chairmen of various sororities in 
a Panhel meeting Oct. 19 has re¬ 
sulted in the establishment of a 
Panhel Philanthropic Board. 
Anne Bradstreet, chairman of 
the board, says that the purpose 
of the new committee is not to 
force new projects on the sor¬ 
orities and fraternities involved, 
but is rather designed to keep 
the calendar for the various pro¬ 
jects so that redundancies can be 
avoided. 
"We would notice, for in¬ 
stance," she said, "that some 
groups might have three or four 
Christmas parties for the same 
people, and then nothing would 
be planned for March or April." 
The Philanthropic Board will 
keep a list of possible philan¬ 
thropic projects for the sororities 
and fraternities and other ser¬ 
vice organizations. Such people 
as Mrs. David Burcham of the 
Williamsburg welfare depart¬ 
ment and the Rev. Albert Hill of 
the Community Action Program 
in Toano will be consulted by 
the board members for various 
projects. 
The main purpose of the 
Board is a coordinating one, 
however, in calling meetings, 
preventing conflicts, and elimi¬ 
nating redundancies. 
While the Board consists of 
the philanthropic chairmen of 
the participating organizations, 
their votes will be representative 
of the entire organization, Anne 
emphasized. This way, while 
the possibility of a function 
sponsored by all of the organiza¬ 
tions is not unlikely, all of the 
members of the organizations 
would have to approve the mo¬ 
tions before they could be voted 
upon in the meeting of the 
Board. 
the most beautiful interpretations 
that one can hear today. The 
symphony consists of virtuoso 
musicians. The soloist Sevilla has 
won major prizes at the Paris 
Conservatory and  at Geneva. 
Described in the New York 
Times as a specialist in clarity, 
Sevilla seemed to have almost 
everything — from technique to 
temperament — that would go 
into the making of a musical 
interpreter of the first rank. He 
will play Ravel's impressionistic 
"Concerto in G major for piano 
and orchesltra." 
The orchestra's program itself 
will include: Symphonie Fantas- 
tique, opus 14a by Hector Berlioz 
and Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No. 
2 by Ravel. 
Individual admissions will be 
available at the box office of Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall beginning at 8 
the night of the concert for $3. 
Season, tickets are still available 
through Concerts, The College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, 
Virginia, 23185. 
NYU Sociologist 
Defines Methods 
SOCIOLOGY LECTURE — Prof. Robert Bierstedt, head of 
the department of Sociology and Anthropology at New York 
University, spoke Wednesday as the second lecturer in the Wil¬ 
liam and Mary Lecture Series. His topic was "Sociology and 
Human Learning." Photo by Julian Fitch 
By Bonnie Rogg 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
Dr. Robert Bierstedt, head of 
the sociology and anthropology 
departmenit at New York Univer¬ 
sity, spoke to a large group of 
William and Mary students Wed¬ 
nesday night in the Campus Cen¬ 
ter Ballroom. His lecture on "So¬ 
ciology and Human Learning" 
was the second of the 1968-69 
William and Mary Visiting Schol¬ 
ar Lecture Series sponsored by 
the Committee on Arts and Lec¬ 
tures. 
The lecture, previously sched¬ 
uled to be held in the Campus 
Center Theater, had to be moved 
to the ballroom because of the 
large aittendance. Commenting on 
the crowd, Bierstedt said, "I hope 
that you have not been misled, 
but this is not a political rally!" 
Bierstedt's lecture was not only 
informative, but also entertaining. 
He discussed the methods of 
learning as they applied to soci¬ 
ology: the scientific method, the 
Free College Will Organize Tuesday 
The Free College at Williams¬ 
burg is now beginning to organ¬ 
ize classes for second semester. 
The college, in its second year, 
hopes to continue and improve 
upon last year's ideas and 
classes. As was stated in the 
College's initial news release last 
year, "Motivation and interest 
are the forces which will bring 
students and teachers into the 
classroom. As long as they exist 
no other inducements will be 
needed. Students will work for 
knowledge rather than grades or 
academic credit and they will 
measure their own progress to¬ 
wards their own goals." 
Teachers will be on a volun¬ 
teer basis and will be drawn 
from the students and faculty of 
the College as well as from com¬ 
munity business and professional 
men. As in the past, emphasis 
will be on "a relevant and flex¬ 
ible curriculum, inter-discipli¬ 
nary thinking, and student in¬ 
volvement as both teachers and 
students," according to Tim Wal¬ 
ton, chief architect of the Free 
College. 
He hopes to continue to offer 
some of the more successful 
classes from last year, most of 
them faculty-led seminars. The 
classes   will  be   better   planned 
than was sometimes the case last 1 In the afternoon workshop, spe- 
year, stressing relevance to ! cific courses and teachers will be 
regular classes  and  to  national  at    least   tentatively    arranged. 
issues and incorporating action 
as well as discussion of theory. 
Walton noted that the Free Col¬ 
lege is a form of constructive 
protest, aimed at curriculum re¬ 
form, and that this year it will 
work with the newly-formed 
S.A. committee on curriculum 
reform. 
The initial organizational 
meeting will take place during 
"Time-Out" on Tuesday. There 
will be a morning talk session on 
the general goals of the program 
and  its relation  to  the  College. 
During the summer, the or¬ 
ganizers of the college received 
inquiries about last year's pro¬ 
gram from the American Coun¬ 
cil on Education and the Depart¬ 
ment of Health, Education, and 
Welfare. 
Walton stressed the need for 
interest and participation. The 
Free College is a completely in¬ 
dependent effort, student-con¬ 
ceived and student-run, in the 
interest of broadening the defi¬ 
nition of the term "education" at 
William and Mary. 
method of speculation, common 
sense and the logical meaningful 
method. 
He illustrated the method of 
speculation with the following 
analogy: if an Englishman,, a 
Frenchman, a German, and an 
American each wrote a book on 
elephants, the titles would be 
Elephants as a Means of Empire 
Building, The Love Life of the 
Elephant, a nine-volume set en¬ 
titled A Short Introduction, and 
Bigger and Better Elephants, re¬ 
spectively. 
In the logical meaningful meth¬ 
od he explained the two basic 
avenues of approach: reason or 
rationalism and experience or em¬ 
piricism. According to Bierstedt, 
"An empirist is a man who goes 
out, collects facts and throws 
them on his desk; a rationalist is 
a man who collects no facts but 
spends all his time building 
pigeonholes." 
In con elusion, Bierstedt re¬ 
minded his audience that famous 
sociologists were great because 
they were humanists first and 
then scientists. "Sociology can 
easily be viewed as a bridge be¬ 
tween the sciences and the hu¬ 
manities if we hold on to the 
humanistic element which be¬ 
longs in sociology." 
Biersitsdt's list of accomplish¬ 
ments is long. To highlight a few 
of his major ones, he has been 
a professor at Columbia Univer¬ 
sity, president of the Eastern 
Sociological Society, and a mem¬ 
ber of various sociological associ¬ 
ations. He is the author of Mod¬ 
ern Social Science, the co-author 
of The Social Order and editor 
of The Making of Society. 
Book Review 
Graduate Discusses 
Tokyo Imperial Hotel 
By Wright Houghland 
FLAT HAT Guest Reviewer 
Can excellent photographs 
synthesize poetry? Gary James, 
a graduate of fine arts at the 
College of William and Mary, 
makes a good case in his new 
book, The Imperial Hotel. 
Perhaps many fail to realize 
what  a  punctuation  to life the 
Demonstrators in London 
Protest   War   Involvement 
By Mary Frances Lowe 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
Protesting crowds estimated at 
20,000 to 100,000 persons marched 
through London  this week  with 
W&L Law School 
Dean Roy L. Steinheimer, Jr. 
of the Washington & Lee Uni- 
verity School of Law, will inter¬ 
view William and Mary under¬ 
graduate students regarding 
studying law at Washington & 
Lee together with possible scho¬ 
larship aid in doing so. Dean 
Steinheimer will conduct his in¬ 
terviews in his room at the Wil¬ 
liamsburg Inn on Monday, No¬ 
vember 4, between 10 a. m. and 
3 p. m. Interested students should 
make appointments by asking for 
Dean Steinheimer at the Inn 
desk. 
almosit no serious or violent con¬ 
frontation with the police or or¬ 
dinary citizenry. Although judg¬ 
ing from the placards and slogans 
demonstrators varied greatly 
among themselves about the pur¬ 
pose of the protest, it centered 
primarily around involvement in 
Vietnam. 
Massing in Grosvenor Square 
to hear speeches aimed at "United 
States imperialism," the crowd 
seemed to contain only a few 
hundred hard core Maoists who 
later unsuccessfully attempted to 
break police lines and attack the 
American embassy. Unable to ex¬ 
cite other observers to violence, 
militants shouted, "Why did you 
come if you don't want vio¬ 
lence?" and appeared disgusted 
at the lack of response. 
On   Sunday  night  a  group   of 
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them had dynamited the John F. 
Kennedy Memorial at Runny- 
meade, damaging it perhaps irre¬ 
parably, but the Grosvenor 
Square activities involved no such 
spectacular events. 
Many   of   the   self-styled   red   casuai,ties 
guards, screaming obscenities and 
"Sieg   Heil,"   deliberately   aimed 
to provoke   the  police,  throwing 
knives. Five policemen were in¬ 
jured. These figures compare fav¬ 
orably with those of the March 
demenstrations in London which 
caught the police unprepared and 
resulted  in 246  arrests  and  150 
Led   by   Pakistani   Tariq   Ali, 
protestors    sported    pictures    of 
bricks  and  firecrackers  at  them   Stalin, Mao Tse-tung,  Che Gue- 
and in some cases knocking them 
down and kicking them. Exhibit¬ 
ing remarkable restraint and self- 
control, the patrolmen refused to 
show anger ?nd held firm, effici¬ 
ently "smothering" violent ten¬ 
dencies so that by 9 p.m. the en¬ 
tire area was not only quiet, but 
empty. 
Some demonstrators painted 
their faces to simulate blood, but 
the London police never drew 
their truncheons on the crowd 
and arrested only 35 persons, 
mostly  for   illegal  possession   of 
vara and John Lennon (of the 
Beatles rock group) and carried 
slogans ranging from "Maltese 
workers unite" to "Notting Hill 
Red Guard." Elsewhere in Lon¬ 
don, groups burned a Union Jack 
on Downing Street and security 
advisers were at first concerned 
that demonstrators might try to 
assault government buildings in 
Whitehall. 
Policemen noted that the dem¬ 
onstrators were mostly young 
people and the overwhelming 
majority of them were male. 
Imperial Hotel was to its archi¬ 
tect, Frank Lloyd Wright. Built 
during a tempest of his almost 
always stormy career, the suc¬ 
cess of this building chastised his 
critics and caused the public to 
apraise anew this remarkable 
man. 
Gary James, through judicious 
quotes from Frank Lloyd 
Wright's autobiography, tenses 
the reader to the problems of 
building an occidental landmark 
to the simpler, yet deep-rooted, 
oriental design philosophies, and 
to be built by craftsmen not able 
to converse with the architect. 
Complicating the problem, the 
site, Iccated on ground nearly a 
quagmire, was constantly threat¬ 
ened by earthquakes. 
A Tower of Babel built on a 
bowl of soup—hardly. After ana¬ 
lysing the site, Wright floated the 
building on the mud as one 
might build a raft, segmenting 
the structure to sway with earth¬ 
quakes. The architectural design 
grew as a whole, with attention 
to all materials: brick, glass, 
carved stone, and furniture. It 
grew as a bolt of cloth, each 
thread interrelated. Shortly after 
its completion, the building was 
subjected to the most severe 
earthquake ever recorded in 
Tokyo, leaving the Imperial 
Hotel standing in a city of ruin. 
Vindicating Wright's design 
philosophies, this earthquake 
caused the Imperial Hotel to be¬ 
come one of the landmarks of 
Tokyo, 
What nature could not do, man 
accomplished in 1988. To make 
way for a greater commercial 
venture, the Imperial Hotel be¬ 
came the target for a wrecking 
ball. 
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I Gonzales Named Art Chairman i 
Donald J. Gonzales, vice-presi¬ 
dent and director of public rela¬ 
tions of Colonial Williamsburg, 
Inc., has been named chairman 
of the recently created Virginia 
Commission of the Arts and 
Humanities. 
After serving on the Virginia 
Cultural Development Study 
Commission, which presented an 
evaluation of Virginia's cultural 
assets to Governor Mills Godwin, 
Gonzales, who joined the Col¬ 
onial Williamsburg staff in 1958, 
was named chairman of the 
working commission in July. 
The commission, similar to 
those in most other states, has 
the purpose of stimulating and 
encouraging public participation 
in the arts and humanities. The 
chief method of fulfilling this 
purpose will be the administra¬ 
tion of any funds available for 
such  developmental activities. 
Designated as the official state 
agency to receive and disburse 
any funds made available by the 
National Foundation on the Arts, 
the commission can also apply 
for receipt of aid from any other 
federal arts and humanities pro¬ 
grams. 
Included as under the atten¬ 
tion of the commission are the 
fields of architecture, creative 
writing, and visual arts as well 
as dance, music and theater. 
Just passing the organizational 
stages, the commission only re¬ 
cently hired a secretary, and ac¬ 
quired office space. 
Music Fraternity To 
Remain Non-Greek 
By Frances Jones 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
Is Phi Mu Alpha becoming a 
social fraternity? This question 
is being heard more frequently 
around campus as the members 
of this musical fraternal organi¬ 
zation appear in fraternity-style 
jackets complete with Greek let¬ 
ters and begin to emphasize the 
social   aspects   of   their   group. 
the other social clubs on campus 
lack, and that is music. One of 
our primary goals is to advance 
the cause of music in America." 
The club is strongly Greek ori¬ 
ented, however, with rush, mys¬ 
tics and secret rituals. Pledges 
must undergo a rigorous pledge 
period before they are accepted 
as brothers. "We are not under 
the   restrictions   of   IFC,"   Korty 
Since' the'fraternity requested the ' said.  "so we can rush both lirst 
use of one of the old lodges for   and  second semesters.  However, 
msetinigs and possibly the hous¬ 
ing of two of its members, it 
appears that it is changing its 
image. 
"Not Going IFC" 
However, member Fred Korty 
membership in Phi Mu Alpha 
does not restrict membership in 
a  social fraternity  on campus." 
Theatre Productions 
While the club competes on a 
fraternity basis in basketball in¬ 
stated that Phi Mu Alpha was tramurals and has occasional rec- 
definitely "not trying to go IFC. I ord and combo parties during the 
Our club is a mixture of social, | year, it still differs from the so- 
honcrary, professional and serv- cial fraternities in that each 
ice aspects. While there are 300 J member must be actively partici- 
chapters of Phi Mu Alpha in the pating in band, chorus, or music 
country, making it the largest lessons. "Also, our theatre pro- 
national fraternity of any type, duetions are much more elaborate 
we have one unifying factor that and expensive than any fratemi- 
 I 
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They assembled in Toronto, the 
five best rock-men in Canada 
...recorded in Manhattan, in a 
Prestigious series of sessions... 
proving the cream of Canada 
to be a very heady brew. 
ty parties," Korty continued. 
"This year the Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia will present Yeoman of 
the Guard. Past productions in¬ 
clude The Micado, H.M.S. Pina¬ 
fore and Rudigore." 
Music Oriented 
"Even though the social side 
of the club is growing as mem¬ 
bership increases, it is still basic¬ 
ally music oriented. We play in 
the pep band during halftime at 
basketball games and also help 
usher at theatre productions. Our 
members are not all music majors 
simply because there are not that 
many on campus, but the ad¬ 
vancement of music is still our 
primary objective. I see no indi¬ 
cations that the club will try to 
become a strictly social fraternity 
in the future." 
Freshman Election 
Candidates for freshman class 
office will speak and answer 
questions at Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall, 7:30 Monday night. 
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Football, So ■ n   B 
W&M Booters 
Upset Roanoke 
By George Watson 
FLAT HAT Sports Writer 
After recording perhaps its 
biggest victory ever last Wed¬ 
nesday, William and Mary's soc¬ 
cer team hopes to close out its 
season tomorrow with its first 
winning record when it hosts the 
jjavy Seal Team from Little 
Creek Amphibious Base. 
The 10 p. m. contest at James 
Blair Terrace field is scheduled 
as part of Dad's Day activities. 
A head in by Bob Jendron 
with only 20 seconds remaining 
in the first overtime period Wed¬ 
nesday boosted the Indians to a 
2-1 triumph over previously un¬ 
beaten Roanoke College. The 
victory evened the Tribe's slate 
a4t 4-4 while the loss was the 
first in nine games for the 
powerful  Roanoke  squad. 
Jendron deflected a corner 
kick by captain Pete Schleif in¬ 
to the net for the winning goal. 
Schleif, a senior wing, had ear¬ 
lier tied the game at 1-1 when 
he headed in a pass from Bruce 
Niles with 15 minutes left in the 
regulation match. 
The visitors had tallied first 
on a shot by Ail-American wing 
Scott Anderson midway through 
the second period. Roanoke kept 
the pressure on the Tribe de¬ 
fense throughout the game, get¬ 
ting off 30 shots to only 16 for 
the Indians. 
Substitute goalie Al Albert, 
who had 25 saves, made many 
outstanding defensive plays. Al¬ 
bert, who is a star goalie on the 
lacrosse team, was starting his 
first game at the position in soc¬ 
cer. The 6'2" senior replaced 
regular goalie Dave Fabian early 
in last Friday's 1-0 loss to East 
Carolina when Fabian suffered 
a shoulder separation. 
Fullback Steve Wilson also 
turned in a fine defensive per¬ 
formance constantly, booting the 
ball away from the Tribe goal, 
while John Burleigh, Mark Tay¬ 
lor and Ernie Gates excelled on 
offense. 
The Indians were again hit by 
an injury when sophomore half¬ 
back Alan Forde received a bro¬ 
ken leg in the second quarter. 
"It was really a great win for 
us," commented coach Joe Agee. 
"We beat them the same way we 
beat Virginia — by outhustling 
them to the ball." 
The victory helped make up 
for last week's disappointing loss 
to East Carolina. Although the 
Indians kept the ball around the 
Pirates' goal most of the game, 
they could not put it in the net. 
Ecsskefba'l hiight 
Coach Warren Mitchell has 
announced a "P^Ieet the Basket¬ 
ball Team Night" to take place 
on Sunday, Nov. 3 in Blow Gym. 
Freshman and Varsity players 
will be on hand and an explana¬ 
tion of the game will be offered. 
The session will be followed by a 
social mixer. 
Indians Braced for Strong 
Villanova Attack Saturday 
DEFENSIVE END ALVIN CHEATHAM   (50) hits VMI ball carrier in last weekend's 20-10 
Tribe victory.    Moving in to assist are Dave Hoi .and   (62),   the   Southern   Conference   Defensive 
Player of the Week,  and Ed Ellis   (80). Photo, by Stu Spirn 
Indians Crush Keydets 
orton, Packenhani 
By Glen Conrad 
FLAT HAT Sports Writer 
William and Mary's offense 
finally caught up with defense 
in Lexington Saturday and the 
result was a 20 to 10 victory over 
VMI's Keydets. 
Terry Morton and Mark Pa- 
kenham sparked the ground 
game as W&M snapped a four 
game losing streak. Morton 
amassed 95 yards in 28 attempts 
while Pakenham contributed 113 
yards in 23 carries. Morton's 
28 carries broke a school record 
of 27 set by Marty Fuller in 1966. 
In the first quarter Jim Bar¬ 
ton recovered a Keydet fumble 
on the VMI eight. Three plays 
later Meeter plunged over from 
the four yard line giving the In¬ 
dians a 6-0 lead. 
Daniel's attempted conversion 
was no good. 
The Keydets first talley came 
on Mark's fieldgoal from the 19. 
Both defensive squads stiffen¬ 
ed for the remainder of the half 
and William and Mary took its 
6-3 lead into the dressing room. 
With 2:06 remaining in the 
third quarter, VMI's Kerr Kump 
returned a Jim La Falce punt 
84 yards fo the Keydet's first 
touchdown. Mark's extra point 
gave VMI a  10-6 margin. 
Meeter then led the Indians 
to their second score in a drive 
that covered 68 yards in 9 plays. 
The touchdown came with Pa¬ 
kenham taking a pitch out and 
rolling around right end for 7 
yards. The TD came on a cru¬ 
cial 3 and 19 situation. 
The W&M defense consistently 
repulsed VMI's attempt to regain 
the lead for the remainder of the 
game. Jon Bilbo, Burt Waite, 
and Alvin Cheatham spearhead¬ 
ed W&M's defense. In addition 
Dave Holland's effort at line¬ 
backer netted him the honor of 
SC defensive player of the week. 
On kickoffs, fleet footed Tom 
Duffey downed the VMI receiver 
four times. 
William and Mary's final TD 
was set up by Jim Cavanaugh's 
diving reception on the one. The 
play, which came on a 4 and 19 
situation, covered 22 yards. 
Morton scored one play later and 
Daniels converted to give the In¬ 
dians their final 20-10 rnargin. 
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Cavanaugh's reception high¬ 
lighted the Indian's passing 
game for the day. In all Meeter 
completed 4 out of 10 passes, 3 
to Cavanaugh for 64 yards and 
1 to Zychowski for 12 yards. 
Jim La Falce averaged 32.1 
yards in eleven punts. Two 
were downed inside the 10 and 
a third was run back to the 7. 
The Indians'" come from be¬ 
hind victory raised their season 
mark to 2-4. 
Both victories have been 
against SC foes thus leaving 
Levy's squad trailing Richmond 
(4-0)-in the race for the Con¬ 
ference title. 
By Cass Weiland 
FLAT HAT Sports lulilor 
After winning four of their 
last five games, Villanova in¬ 
vades Gary Field tomorrow in 
the feature attraction of Dad's 
Day. The Wildcats have lost 
but to Toledo in their season's 
opener and eastern power Bos¬ 
ton College and have gained mo¬ 
mentum in knocking off their 
last two opponents Buffalo and 
Xavier. 
Quarterback John Sodaski has 
accumulated 1090 yards in total 
offense — a figure which ranks 
him among the nation's leaders. 
He is joined in the backfield by 
Bill Walik and Frank Boal, both 
of whom are reportedly very 
fast. 
The Indians biggest worry, 
however, may come when they 
have possession of the ball. The 
Wildcats will field two immense 
defensive tackles. 
Rich Moore, a 6-7, 291 pound 
giant has been improving for 
two years and is now earning a 
name for himself among pro 
scouts. His partner on the de¬ 
fensive line is John Tracy who is 
6-3 and weighs 241. Fran Auch 
is also a standout on the de¬ 
fensive line. 
Sodaski is a rarity among ma¬ 
jor college football players. An 
outstanding high school athlete, 
he has successfully made the 
switch from linebacker to quar¬ 
terback in one season. He will 
challenge a W&M defensive sec¬ 
ondary which is now ranked 
sixth in the nation in yards al¬ 
lowed passing. This figure is 
impressive in that the Indians 
have now faced three of the 
country's top ten leaders in total 
offense. 
Offensively the Tribe showed 
signs of life against VMI for the 
first time in a month. The run¬ 
ning attack was especially po¬ 
tent, as Mark Pakenham led the 
way with 113 yards and is now 
averaging 4.8 yards a carry. 
Terry Morton picked up 85 
yards Saturday to boost his total 
to a conference leading 326. His 
28 carries last week set a school 
record. 
The Tribe air attack, which 
has been inconsistant all year, 
may be pressed into service 
should the offensive line tail to 
move the 'Cats massive defen¬ 
sive front. 
Wes Mcteer has 36 completions 
in 76 attempts v/ith six intercep¬ 
tions. His favorite target has 
been Jim Cavanaugh, although 
at times Meteer has been too 
harassed to pick up any target 
at all. He has been thrown for 
202 yards attempting to throw 
the ball. Cavanaugh's 23 recep¬ 
tions top the receiving corps 
hov/ever, and he is averaging 
11.2 yards per catch. Ted Zy¬ 
chowski has now grabbed 15 for 
a 16.7 yard average. 
A win tomorrow would greatly 
aid the cause, as next Saturday 
the order is considerably more 
awesome — Syracuse. 
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Frosh Overrun FMA 
For First Gridiron Win 
Harriers Lose to UT; 
in Regionals 
ROANOKE PLAYER HITS the ground as two Indians move 
in to take the ball in Wednesday's thrilling 2-1 Tribe overtime 
victory which spoiled the visitor's perfect record. 
Photo by Julian Fitch 
fc—. 
Pre-season 
Begins for 
By Jim Cooley 
FLAT HAT Sports ffriter 
When' the wrestling team 
cpehs the season with the Geor¬ 
gia Tech Invitational Tourna¬ 
ment November 29, Coach Dick 
Besnier expects to field a sauad 
laden with experience, ability, 
speed and desire. 
With four conference champs 
and three runners-up returning 
froijn last year's 9-1-1 squad, the 
grapplers are favored to repeat 
as Southern conference cham¬ 
pions. Eesnier believes "our 
team will actually be better this 
3'ear, but it will be very hard to 
improve upon last year's record." 
This year the wrestlers will be 
lediby SC champion Lonnie Par¬ 
ker; (115-123) whom Besnier 
calls' "the best wrestler at his 
■Weight in the South," Jeff Thiel 
(160) who's now recovering 
from' knee surgery, Greg Gior¬ 
dano (152-160), and Bob Hobson 
(16,7)' returning after a 20-1 
frosh season. 
Added power will be added by 
SC runners-up Scott Curzi (177) 
the1 team captain and the only 
senior on the -squad, Ollie Corri- 
thers (145) and Tony Christ 
(191). 
Completing  the team will be 
Practice 
Matmen 
John Eppler and Chris Turner 
at 130 pounds, Allan Ramsey 
and Greg Miller at 137, Frank 
Vanhorn and Dan Farlan at 145, 
and heavyweights Doug Freiber- 
ger and John Russo. 
Bruce Whitaker of Virginia 
Ecach heads a small but talent¬ 
ed group of freshmen vying for 
starting positions on the varsity. 
At 1G0 lbs., Whitaker may be 
culled upon to Ml in for Thiel. 
Other frosh prospects are: Todd 
Christensen (167) from Danville, 
Gerry Beekman (130) from New 
York, and Brad Smnllwood 
(130)' a Virginia state champion 
from  Roanoke. 
Coach Besnier has started 
practice early to make the 
wrestlers better prepared than 
the competition, for they do "a 
lot of wrestling m December." 
On a schedule composed largely 
of so. H hern teams, the coach 
cites Old Dominion, Navy (rated 
fifth in the country last year), 
V P I and East Carolina, with 
the ECU meet the probable de¬ 
terminant of the conference 
championship. 
As Assistant-coach Ed Steers 
says, "We don't play any rinky- 
dinks if we beat the teams on 
our schedule we will be the best 
team in the South." 
By Joe Hopkins 
FLAT HAT Sports Writer 
The W&M cross-country team 
suffered its first defeat by an¬ 
other southern team in two years 
last Saturday as Tennessee made 
off with the NCAA District 3 
Championship in Atlanta, Ga. 
It was the strongest field ever 
to appear for this annual event. 
Ten runners crashed the pre¬ 
vious course standard, as Carl 
Hatfield of West Virginia toured 
the 5.5 mile distance in 25:58.2. 
Hatfield, who won last year 
was followed across the finish 
line by W&M's Howell Michael. 
Senior George Davis placed 
sixth. 
Both W&M and Tennessee 
dominated the competition as 
each team placed five runners 
in the top twenty. The Vols' 
margin of victory was 37-54. 
West Virginia was third with 85 
points. 
The Tribe's Chop Jordan suf¬ 
fering from what may be a frac¬ 
tured foot, failed to make the top 
twenty. 
Tennessee's victory was aided 
greatly by the addition of sev¬ 
eral new sophomores to their 
squad, of whom two placed in 
the first ten. 
Coach John Randolph com¬ 
mented on the Indians' perfor¬ 
mance, "the team put in a good 
effort, and though we didn't 
reach our full potential, our 
fourth, fifth and sixth men 
showed a lot of improvement." 
The top five finishers for the 
Tribe were Michael (2), Davis 
(6), Jim McDuffie (13), Juris 
Luzins (15), and Ted Wood (19). ■Junior Larry Bryant came in 
thirty ninth. 
Tomorrow morning at 11:30 
the Indians face the Baltimore 
Olympic Club and the Washing¬ 
ton Sports Club on the Dunbar 
Course. 
Both teams are loaded with 
experienced runners and could 
prove hard to beat. 
Returning for BOC from the 
test   year's   team   will   be   Ray 
Summers, Charles Porter and 
Frank Flaging. All are excel¬ 
lent runners, with Flaging post¬ 
ing the best time at under nine 
minutes for the two mile. 
The WSC boasts four solid 
runners, two of whom are Steve 
Jackson, a graduate of W&M, 
and Lou Costagnola who has 
placed well in the Boston Mara¬ 
thon. 
This will be the last of the 
dual meet competition this sea¬ 
son. A double victory for W&M 
will boost the cross-country 
team's record to 7-0, marking the 
first undefeated dual meet sea¬ 
son in the team's history. 
MARK PAKENHAM GRINDS OUT a portion of his 113 
vards against VMI. The sophomore halfback scored the Indians' 
first TD. Photo by Stu Spirn 
Intramural Action 
Sigma Nu Closer to 
Crown After Big Win 
Sigma Nu moved info undis¬ 
puted first place in the frater¬ 
nity league last week by virtue 
of their 31-0 defeat of Lambda 
Chi last Friday. 
The Nu's got off to an early 
lead when tailback Sandy Fagan 
hit Jim Supplee on a 15-yard 
scoring pass. With two seconds 
remaining in the half he con¬ 
nected with Bob Profitko from 
12 yards out, and after the extra 
point was missed the'score was 
13-0. 
Lambda Chi was unable to 
mount any sustained drive 
throughout the second half, as 
Sigma Nu's Fagan and Bill 
Churchill stopped scoring threats 
with interceptions. 
A pass from Fagan to blocking 
back Churchill in the last three 
minutes topped off the second 
half scoring and made the final 
31-0. 
Lambda Chi was involved in 
another key game early this 
week,  as schedule  again pitted 
the    fraternity    powers    against 
each other in their last games. 
Wednesday Kappa S.g and 
lambda Chi met in a battle to 
determine a possible runner-up 
to   Sigma   Nu.    The   game   was 
of the end zone to win it. The 
extra point pass to Doug Griffith 
made the final score 26-19. 
In other games last week 
Thcta Delt won by forfeit over 
KA which has  decided to drop 
By Cass Weiland 
FLAT HAT Sports Editor 
Displaying their first real of¬ 
fense of the season, William and 
Mary's freshman football team 
registered its first win of the 
season last Saturday 23-8 over 
Frederick Military Academy of 
Portsmouth. 
The Frosh had lost previously 
to Richmond and the Navy 
Plebes, but they were not to be 
denied against Frederick as Dave 
Miller threw for one score and 
ran for another in directing the 
Papooses. 
Miller rolled around his left 
end on fourth down from the 
one-yard line late in the second 
quarter for the Baby Indian's 
first score. The play capped a 
long drive v/hich featured Mil¬ 
ler's roll outs — one for 21 yards 
— and several carries by half¬ 
back Denis Cambal. Lou Chil¬ 
dress added the extra point to 
make it 7-0 with only minutes 
left. 
Seconds later a William and 
Mary linebacker picked off a 
Frederick screen pass on the 27 
and returned it nine yards to the 
18. Miller then threw to Ed 
Helies for the score, the play 
covering 13 yards. 
Five minutes into the second 
half the Papooses capitalized on 
another Frederick turn-over — 
this time a fumble on their 14- 
yard line. Four plays later Chil¬ 
dress booted a 17-yard field goal 
to give W&M a comfortable lead 
at 16-0. 
Frederick's offense continued 
to show signs of life however, 
and scored the next time it had 
the ball on a 75-yard drive. 
Eonfelli got the touchdown on a 
2 yard run and quarterback Mc- 
Gowan ran for the two point 
conversion making it 16-8. 
Late in the final quarter W&M 
again drove deep into Frederick 
territory befoe being stopped on 
downs. 
Frederick could not move the 
ball'either and a last ditch run 
out of punt formation returned 
the ball to W&M. Cambal scor¬ 
ed two plays later on a run up 
the middle from 15 yads out with 
only seven seconds remaining in 
the game. Childress' kick made 
the final score 23-8. 
Next week the Papooses meet 
Bullis Prep in Washington, D. C, 
a team they have defeated for 
six straight years, last year in a 
thriller at Gary Field. 
Bullis features a 6'4" 205 pound 
quarterback by the name of 
Boldger who played at Central 
Catholic High School in Pitts¬ 
burgh and is highly rated by col¬ 
lege scouts. 
Bullis is 0-3 having lost to 
Navy, Delaware, and Maryland 
freshman teams. 
tied    13-13    with    only    three I out of the league; SAE beat win 
loss Phi Tau 12-7; surprising 
Sigma Chi took Sigma Pi IS"7' 
and ran over Phi Tau 19-16. 
On Monday Kappa Sig edged 
PiKA 7-0 to stay in the running 
for second place while Sig Ep 
crushed Pi Lam by a score of 
3C-6. 
In the only game of Tuesday 
Sigma Nu moved closer to the 
championship by overpowering 
the outmanned Sigma Chis 27-6. 
In Independent League action 
the Judges nipped Here Come da 
Judges 6-0; JBT 42 edged rival 
JBT 43 20-19; It was Grizzle 
over Yates 23-6, and King over 
the Wieners 40-0, while the Win¬ 
ners ran roughshod over the 
Graduates 61-0, 
minutes to play but Lambda Chi 
tailback Kevin Davenport put 
his team in front on a pass to 
blocking back Larry  Saunders. 
Kappa Sig took the ensuing 
kickoff at rnidfield end, on the 
passing of Ray Barger, quickly 
picked up the equali'er on a 
short pass to end Bruce Cook. 
The extra point attempt was in¬ 
tercepted by Tim McPherson 
and it appeared that the game 
would end with the score dead¬ 
locked  at  19-19. 
Davenport again sparked 
Lambda Chi however, and mov¬ 
ed them from his own 20 to the 
Kappa Sig 15 in less than two 
minutes. He then hit center 
Scott Uddle in the right comer 
INDIANS' ED HARTMAN presents obstacle to Roanoke's 
Ail-American wing, Scott Anderson, as Anderson drives toward 
the Tribe goal. W&M shocked Roanoke by recording a 2-1 upset 
Victory. fholo by Julian Fil(h 
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New Addition to Theatre Staff 
Cites Student, Faculty Quality 
By Pat Campbell 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
To be the youngest and newest 
member of the theatre depart¬ 
ment staff here at one of the na¬ 
tion's oldest colleges merits en¬ 
thusiastic approval from Law¬ 
rence Miller. 
Despite his youthful 24 years, 
Miller has worked with over 40 
theatrical  productions   in   capa- 
Pulitzer Prize 
Winner Talks 
Here Tonight 
Richard Wilbur, a popular 
American poet, will visit the 
campus this weekend. Wilbur 
•will present a reading from his 
works at 8 p. m. tonight in the 
Campus Center Ballroom. The 
appearance is in connection with 
the 275th anniversary celebra¬ 
tion and the admission to the 
reading is free. 
At 11 a. m. tomorrow the con¬ 
temporary poet will meet with 
students in the Dodge Room of 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall for an in¬ 
formal discussion and question- 
and-answer period. 
According to Dr. Cecil McCul- 
ley, "Richard Wilbur and Rob- 
bert Lowell are the best-known 
American  poets  writing today." 
Wilbur, who teaches at Wesle- 
yan University in Middlebury, 
Connecticut, has won several 
prizes for his poetry. He was 
the recipient of the Pulitizer 
Prize in 1957, and he has also 
won the National Book Award. 
cities as varied as set designer 
to choreographer to director. 
Miller, who was graduated 
from Carnegie-Mellon Univer¬ 
sity with a Bachelor's and Mas¬ 
ter's degree in fine arts, joined 
the faculty this summer, yet he 
has hardly had time for an 
orientation session. 
"I received my appointment 
late in the summer and imme¬ 
diately preparations had to begin 
for the design in The Fantasticks, 
explained Miller, speaking of the 
recent William and Mary Thea¬ 
tre production for which he 
created the costumes, set and 
lighting. 
Coincidentally, Miller had ser¬ 
ved as assistant designer for 
The Fantasticks in 1965 at the 
Lakewood Summer Theater, one 
of the six professional and chil¬ 
dren's theaters he has designed 
for. At these theaters he work¬ 
ed with such productions as 
Night of the Iguana, The Music 
Man, Camelot and Doctor in 
Spite of Himself. 
In his designing debut here, 
Miller claims that the lighting 
was his favorite aspect. 
"With The Fantasticks I tried 
to get a romantic atmosphere by 
strong directional lighting, leav¬ 
ing the light pipes exposed 
around the platform," Miller 
said. 
Occupied with this task, he 
also embarked on his teaching 
career instructing classes in 
scene design, costume design and 
introduction to theatre. 
"The students are far more 
enthusiastic and their quality is 
higher than I- had ever hoped," 
he said. "Being used to a school 
that is much more professionally 
oriented, I'm impressed with a 
school that combines drama with 
Yearbook Revises 
Picture  Schedule 
If your organization is not scheduled for its picture or has not 
already had it taken, plase contact one of the following immediately: 
Echo office, ext. 314, Barbara Croyle, ext. 351, Zoe Anne Hall, 
ext. 265, Winn Legerton, ext. 353. 
Sunday, Nov. 3 
6:00    Baptist Student Union — Baptist Student Center 
Tuesday, Nov. 5 
6130    SA President and Vice-President — SA Office 
REVIEW Staff — Office 
SA Executive Council — SA Office 
Student Association — Campus Center Ballroom 
Colonial ECHO Staff — Office 
FLAT HAT Staff — Virginia Gazette Office 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 
1 :oo    ROTC Brigade, Queen's Guard, Scabbard and Blade 
— Baseball Field 
Majorettes — Sunken Gardens 
Christian Science Organization — Botetourt Gallery 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia — Botetourt Gallery 
Kappa Delta Pi — Botetourt Gallery 
International Circle — Botetourt Gallery 
Sigma Pi Sigma — Botetourt Gallery 
Psi Chi — Botetourt Gallery 
Wesley Foundation — Botetourt Gallery 
Committee on Arts and Lectures — Botetourt Gallery 
Orchesis — Adair Dance Studio 
WCWM — Phi Beta Kappa Hall 
Nov. 7 
Board of Student Affairs — CC Room C 
Mermettes — Adair Pool 
Campus Center  Theatre: 
7:00    Accounting Club 
7:10    Society for the Advancement of Management 
7:20    Orientation Sponsors 
7130    Biology Club 
7140    Young Republicans 
7:50    Delta Omicron 
8:00    Circle K 
8:10    Young Democrats 
8:20    Abelian   Society 
8:30    Phi  Eta Sigma 
8:40    Alpha Lamda Delta 
8:50    Political Science Forum 
9:00    Psychology Club 
9:10    Skin Diving Club 
9:15    Lyon  G.  Tyler  Historical  Society 
6:45 
7:10 
7:15 
7:30 
8:30 
4:00 
6:40 
6:50 
7:00 
7:10 
7:20 
7:30 
7:40 
7:50 
8:00 
8:30 
Thursday, 
3:30 
6:30 
take it 
and 
leaue 
Take a Piedmont Pacemaker—a new Boeing 737 
fanjet or other fine aircraft—and leave fast 
and easy. Leave campus for home, for holidays; 
for get-away-from-it-alls. You'll like the way 
service has grown to make the going easier. 
6 PIEDMONT AnOMES growing service for going people 
a liberal arts education, yet 
where the students still come out 
as something. 
Lawrence Miller 
"Theatre is quite demanding 
when, like many of the students 
here, you want to teach and be 
a one-man drama department, 
capable in all areas," he said. 
"That's why we insist that stu¬ 
dents work in a different capa¬ 
city for each production. No one 
gets to tend the box office every 
time,  in  other  words." 
Even speaking as a "critic," 
Miller still has words of praise 
for the theatre department and 
the equipment here. 
"I find the other faculty mem¬ 
bers very flexible and open to 
comment. Likewise the plant 
here is quite flexible. It's mar¬ 
velous when you have the choice 
of working with a straight pro¬ 
scenium but can still bring your 
stage out another fifteen feet if 
you like." 
Yet Miller is not the only 
theatrical authority in his fam¬ 
ily. His wife Lilene, a former 
fellow student, will be appearing 
in productions at the Wedge- 
wood Dinner Theatre this year. 
Campus 
Crier 
Final elections for freshman 
day students' class officers will 
take place Tuesday, Nov. 5. 
Polls will be in the Campus Cen¬ 
ter lobby 12-5 p. m. 
* *    *    * 
"King Rat" will be the fea¬ 
tured film of the Student Asso¬ 
ciation Sunday at 2 p. m. in the 
Campus Center Theatre and 7:30 
p. m. in the Campus Center Ball¬ 
room. 
* *    #    $ 
Parlez-vous francais? Then 
put  those   linquistic  abilities  to 
use in the Sit 'n Bull Room of 
the Campus Center from noon to 
1 p. m. Tuesdays and Wednes¬ 
days, conversing in French with 
other students at the French 
Table. Maybe Spanish is your 
forte. Then meet in the Sit 'n 
Bull Room Mondays at 10 a. m., 
Tuesdays at 4 p. m. or Wednes¬ 
days at noon. 
* *    *    * 
Deadline   for   Review   entries 
is today. Art, poetry, fiction 
and non-fiction are welcomed. 
Students should submit works to 
the office of the Review or to the 
box in the Campus Center. 
* *    *    * 
The Forge Coffeehouse needs 
your help. If you are interested 
in working Friday evenings, con¬ 
tact: Pete Zuger, ext. 209, Helen 
Judy, ext. 422, or Mary Alder- 
son,  ext.  418. 
The Wesley Foundation build¬ 
ing on Jamestown Road- will be 
open from 7 to 11 p. m. Sunday 
through Thursday for study. 
* *    *    * 
William Ferguson will be the 
guest speaker at the Audubon 
Wild Life film, "Once Around 
the Sun," Monday at 8 p. m. in 
the Campus Center Ballroom. 
International Circle will spon¬ 
sor a social evening Wednesday 
at 7:30 p. m. in the basement of. 
the W&M Restaurant. 
NEW GRATEFUL BEAD 
An album one year in the making 
...and sonically advanced to 
the point of making you 
rediscover your body. The second 
coming of The Grateful Dead: 
now a fact of Life. 
* FRIENDLY * 
COURTEOUS 
SERVICE 
Is the Trademark of 
WEST END 
MARKET 
$    CORNER N. BOUNDARY 
T    & PRINCE GEORGE ST. 
Students Are Invited 
To Open 
ANTHEM IN THE SUN The Grateful Dead   X 
WS1749  f     Charge Accounts 
FREE DELIVERY 
<■      CALL  229-2541 WARNER BROS. - SEVEN ARTS  RECORDS INC. 
RENT A NEW FORD 
At Low "Hometown Rates" 
BBNT-A-CAB 
SYSTEM 
Special 
Weekend Rates and Weekly Rates 
PER 
DAY 
FALCON   $6.00 
FAIRLANE    7.00 
GALAXIE     8.00 
MUSTANG    8.00 
PERSON FORD, INC. 
229-2411 SECOND STREET 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
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(Campus Affairs) 
by Cathie Calvert 
It's Campus Affairs awards night, dedicated to those unsung 
heroes who make our social life better or worse according to their 
inclination. The Campus Affairs award of praise, a gold-plated 
passkey to Dupont, to: 
— the Jamestown Road dormitories for rallying dorm-wide 
parties and thus adding a brief glimmer to freshman social life. 
— the growing agitation against many WDA rules and re¬ 
sulting relaxation of many. 
— Jerry Lazarus, for organizing the hayride and bonfire for 
freshmen and proving through his efforts he has not forgotten 
the social hiatus of freshman year. 
And a corresponding award of censure, ten unannounced visits 
from the Dean of Men, to: 
— the IFC, for prohibiting women's visits to fraternity houses 
during the hours of the upcoming IFC dance. 
— the stalwart housemothers of Dupont who firmly protected 
their charges in the face of the after-hours "riot." 
— the architect of this College who planned no retreats for 
two people in any building and the rule-makers who rule out the 
few that are found. 
— planners who seem motivated to move sorority houses as far 
as possible from the center of campus. 
Congratulations to fall sorority pledges: 
Alpha Chi Omega: Pat Boyle, Joanne Hickcox. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma: Debbie Taylor, Boofie Hollowell, Jane 
Overstreet, Kathleen Hawks. 
Delta Delta Delta: Guner Gery, Kathy Kerr. 
Gamma Phi Beta: Kay Barrett, Sharon Maiers, Susan 
Schwenk. 
Kappa Delta: Mary Jo Bishop, Pat DeBoer, Cathy Schumaker, 
Ann Watson. 
Chi Omega: Leslie Wild, Judy Nauman, Peggy Kriete, Wendy 
Seaman. 
Phi Mu: Midge Clawson, Lyn Singleton, Billie Spencer. 
Pi Beta Phi: Glinda Bowery, Beth Hill, Nancy Wester. 
Kappa Alpha Theta: Becky Lawes, Jane Ferguson, Susan Mil¬ 
ler, Susan Hill, Anne Adair, Linda Trogdon, Cathy Rexrode, Jean 
Kossoff. 
Time-Out Schedule 
(Continued from page l) 
Rag Session 
As the large groups and their sub-bull-sessions adjourn, the 
original rally will re-form. Tim Marvin, SA president will coordi¬ 
nate campus feedback on the morning's sessions. There will be 
microphones in the crowd. 
Working 
Meeting in various dorm 
will  be  SA  Committees and 
from two o'clock on. 
College Expansion 
Academic Affairs 
Community Action 
Registration 
Housing Conditions 
SA Analysis 
Entertainment 
Men's Dorm  Organizing 
Panhel   Expansion 
Committees 
lobbies, halls and empty classrooms 
workshops of various organizations 
Book Fair 
Campus Chest 
WDA 
Free  College 
Curriculum 
Student Rights 
Cars 
Fraternity System Changes 
Prince George Delicatessen 
And Sandwich Shop 
605 Prince George Street 
SANDWICHES AND SALADS 
OF MANY KINDS PUT UP TO GO 
Pizza Expertly Prepared 
CALL YOUR ORDER 229-8976 
WE PREPARE 
10% DISCOUNT 
To VISA Members 
On All PIZZAS 
ftluilrnt 
I fauingi 
mmhn. 
WELCOME  STUDENTS 
Take the right approacft 
Try Cricketeer... the clothes to 
wear before you're too old to wear 
them. For example, this beefy 
wool tweed natural shoulder 
suit in rich Fall colorings. 
And, the matching vest 
reverses to a classic 
Tattersall check 
pattern. Add 
a pair of 
Cricketeer 
wool worsted 
flannel slacks 
for the correct 
campus 
wardrobe that 
takes your 
Weekends in 
stride, too. 
It's right! 
9 
^CRICKETEER 
$80.00 
Many  Urge  'No* 
On  Liquor  Issue 
By Mary Anne Mason 
FLAT HAT Reporter 
"God, lay on our hearts a no 
vote" pleads a recently published 
advertisement opposing passage 
of liquor-by-the-drink legisla¬ 
tion. Typically, religious con¬ 
viction and fear of an increase 
in crime form the core of anti- 
r.lcohol arguments. 
As a basic assumption, oppon¬ 
ents of liquor-by-the-drink warn 
Lamb Gives 
Piano Recital 
By Joseph Lewis 
FLAT  HAT Review  Editor 
It is unfortunate that the au¬ 
dience was sparse last Sunday 
for the piano recital of David 
Lamb, a sophomore music major 
at the College. From what I 
know about serious music, which 
is woefully little, he gave a very 
good performance. For me this 
is one which is not boring, which 
contains the minimum or an im¬ 
perceptible amount of bad tim¬ 
ing or off-keys, and which has 
some moments of excitement. 
All of these David Lamb filled 
admirably, sometimes extremely 
well.     - 
The first pieces, which includ¬ 
ed compositions by Bach and 
Beethoven, seemed to be some¬ 
what mechanically "delivered, as 
if the pianist knew the music de¬ 
partment was watching him, or 
what is more likely, that he was 
indifferent to his audience — 
and well he should have been. 
Like the college recitals that I 
have attended in the past, this 
one was hardly filled and half 
receptive. A climate like this is 
hardly conducive to the best of 
performances, especially in stu¬ 
dent pianists. 
Despite this, however, Mr. 
Lamb picked up toward the lat¬ 
ter part of the program, and the 
result was exciting, as in the 
case of Charles Ives' "The Anti- 
Abolitionist Riots," a remark¬ 
able piece, and a serene-stormy 
piece called "Clouds," by Char¬ 
les Griffes. 
As I say, it was a pity the re¬ 
ception was not nearly as good 
as the performance. 
that it will multiply the number 
of drinkers and the amount that 
they drink. This, they claim, 
will lead to heartbreak and mis-; 
ery in the homes and on the' 
streets. One letter to the editor 
of a Newport News paper' claim¬ 
ed that the serving of alcoholic 
beverages in restaurants would 
]ead to the "beating, cursing and 
abuse" of the innocent by those 
who "exercise their 'right' to 
drink." 
Another letter stated that in 
the case of drinking, society 
must regulate a man's actions 
since he has no control over 
them. The letter writer then 
quoted Dr. Albert Schweitzer, 
saying that, "drink is commer¬ 
cially our greatest wastrel; so¬ 
cially it is our greatest criminal; 
morally and religiously it is our 
greatest enemy.'' For that letter 
writer, it was inconceivable that 
anyone desiring the welfare of 
himself, his child, his neighbor 
and his community could vote 
for liquor by the drink. 
Other arguments include the 
assertion that the proposed legis¬ 
lation will contribute to the 
breakdown of families, corrup¬ 
tion of children and general 
"moral and spiritual decline 
which drinking brings into; the 
lives of those who become ad¬ 
dicted to alcohol." One writer 
complains that more drinking 
will cause an unfair tax burden 
on non-drinkers who will have 
to-help pay to clean up the mess 
created. 
All of these arguments are ad¬ 
dressed to the question of. whe¬ 
ther or not drinking ought to be 
allowed. State law allows for 
the sale and consumption of al¬ 
coholic beverages. The propos¬ 
ed legislation does not concern 
itself with whether or not liquor 
will be served in a 'saloon' situa¬ 
tion, but whether or not a mixed 
drink will be allowed to accom¬ 
pany food in an establishment 
primarily concerned with the 
serving of prepared food. 
THE 
PASTRY SHOP 
Merchants  Square 
1. Pipe broken? 
No, I'm trying to find 
where I stashed some dough. 
2. That's where you keep 
your money? 
Sometimes I put it in 
the flower pot. 
3. What's wrong with the Mnk? 
I'd only take it right 
out again. 
4. But that's what you're 
doing now. 
Not quite. The beauty 
of my system is that 
I usually can't find 
where I put it. 
5.1 think you'd be a lot better 
off putting some of your 
dough into Living Insurant* 
from Equitable. It not only 
gives you and the family 
you're going to have a 
lifetime of protection, 
it also builds cash values 
you can use for emergencies, 
opportunities, or even 
retirement. 
I wonder if it could b« 
with the french fries? 
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable. 
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or 
write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment. 
THE I EQUITABLE 
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States 
1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F _    © Equitable 1968 
